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THE PALATINATE AND TBE REPORMATION 
CHAPTER I 
THE PLACE OP THE PALATINATE 
Geography--Location and Nature of the Land 
In the southwest area of Germany, near Prance and 
Switzerland, is an area once prominent in German and 
European political life, called the Palatinate. Though 
encyclopedias will describe its boundaries, its border■ 
were not as distinct as . those of many other German ■tat••• 
There were in fact two Palatinates, the Upper Palatinate, 
and the Lower, or Rhenish, or Electoral Palatinate, 
located on the Rhine River. The Upper Palatinate bordered 
on Bohemia and became part of Bavaria early in the Thirty 
Years War; The Electoral or Lower Palatinate wa■ situated 
on both aides of the Rhine, touching on different ■idea 
Mayence, Wuerttemberg, Baden, Al■ace, and Lorraine. 1 It 
consisted of five principalities: Simmern, Sponheim, 
Beldenz, Zweibruecken, and the Palatinate proper. The 
small county of Neuberg, east of Wuerttemberg, al■o 
lJ. w. Navin, Bi■ tory and Geniu■ of the Heidelberg 
Catachi■m (Cbamber ■burg, Pa.1 Publication Office of the 
German Reformed Church, 184l), P• 19. 
2 
belonged to the Palatinate princee. 2 It ia on• of the 
moat fertile and productive areas of Germany, known for 
its vineyard■ and other agricultural production. It 
endured much miaery in th• Thirty Year• War and later 
in the aeventeenth century in the rrench Ware durin1 the 
time of Louis XIV. It managed to maintain an identity, 
though reduced in ■ise and significance. The area which 
formerly constituted the Lower Palatinate was eventually 
divided among Prussia, Bavarta, Baden, Bea■-Darmatadt, 
and other principalities.3 
The Thirty Years War 
In political history perhaps the moat important 
development in which the Palatinate was involved vaa 
the precipitation of the Thirty Years War when Elector 
Fredrick V of · the Palatinate accepted th• election aa 
King of Bohemia in 1618. &elating the event ■ and poli-
cies leading to the Thirty Year■ War to the nature of 
the Reformation in the aizteenth century ia aubject to a 
variety of historical interpretations, but the writer 
feels that there is a caae for this, and it will be a part 
of the development. There were religious implication■ in 
2Jamea I. Good, The Ori9in of the Reformed Church in 
Germany (Reading, Pa.1 Daniel Killer, Publisher, 1887), 
PP• 127-128. 
3Revin, P• 19. 
3 
the actions of Fredrick V, aa there were in virtually 
everything political in Europe in the aizteentb century. 
A study of the Thirty Year ■ War itself i■ beyond the 
scope of this study, but the history of the Reformation 
in the Palatinate in the sixteenth century doea in part 
set the stage for the events of that conflict. 
Early Prominence--Politics and Education 
In its early years the Palatinate waa related to 
the throne of France. The name "Count Palatinate" itself 
was originally given to an employee of tbe French king, 
an official representative of hia, a man of pover.4 Thia 
in turn derived from the Palatinate Bill in Rome, and the 
name carried with it a dream of similar glory. The term 
then came to be uaed for tbe area of land which became the 
particular domain of thia nobleman. The Golden Bull of 
1356 under Emperor Charles IV eatabliahed the aucceaaion 
of ruler■, and served to maintain territorial identity. 
Heidelberg and its University achieved early 
prominence in learning and culture. The University waa 
founded by the Elector Rupert, and vaa sanctioned by a 
bull of Pope Urban VI in 138S.5 It vaa required to 
4uenry J. Cohn, The Government of the Rhine Palatinate 
in the Fifteenth Century (Londons Osford University Preaa, 
196S), PP• 4-5. 
5Hevin, P• 20; Edvard J. Maaaelink, The Beidelbers 
Story (Grand Rapids, Michigan1 Baker Book Bouse, 1964), 
P• 30. 
4 
conform to the model of the University of Pari■, and had 
the same rights and privileges. The Electors of the 
Palatinate established a magnificent library, the 
Bibliotheca Palatina, much of which wa■ lo■t a■ a booty 
of war in the Thirt~ Years War, and ravaged in later var■• 
It wa■ the concern of the Roman Church to retain the 
University that led the leaders to make intense effort■ 
to prevent the Reformation from enterins the land. Luther 
had spoken in Heidelberg in 1S18 after posting his ninety-
five theses.6 Men who became bis follower■ left the 
Palatinate and became reformers elsewhere, notably John 
Oecelampadius, Martin Bucer, John Brans, Erhard Schnepf, 
and Theobald Billican. 7 
&elision and Politics 
Inasmuch as one Elector, Louis v:, known as "The 
Pacific," ruled the Palatinate from 1508 to 1S44, it va■ 
leas likely that efforts would be made to introduce the 
Reformation ■o long aa that Elector va■ not inclined to 
do so. Louis V may not have oppo■ed the Reformation with 
any vigor; the knight Henry Landschad of Steinach in 1522 
introduced the Reformation into the Palatinate at Neckar-
Steinach by bringing in a Zvingltan mini■ter. Duke Otto 
6Maa■elink, PP• 28-29. 
7 Nevin, p. 22. 
a 
s 
Henry of Neuberg introduced the Reformation in hi■ duchy.8 
Louis felt no compulsion to any open revolt again■t the 
Church of Rome. The Palatinate was comparatively distant 
from the center of Luther's work at Wittenberg. Until 
near the time of Luther's death, the Reformation a■ a 
movement was not part of the scene in the Palatinate, at 
least not openly or officially. Philip Kelanchthon va■ 
a native of Bratten in the Palatinate, and hi■ influence 
would be felt. 
A ferment was underway, the rumblings of change were 
to come, and soon the Palatinate was to be embroiled in 
some of the fiercest conflicts between Protestant group■, 
as well as sharp renunciation of Roman practice■• While 
clergy raged, a Prince sought to make peace. A■ the 
Reformed faith grew in the Palatinate, the Lutheran■ 
found themselves thwarted in any attempts to effect 
reunion with the Romanists and equally frustrated in the 
failure to find or establish theological unity in non-
Roman Christianity. The Reformed, especially in the 
Palatinate, found similar frustration■ in trying to 
establish political unity and military alliance against 
the Roman Catholic■• To trace the developments of the 
Reformation in the Palatinate with ■ome of the implica-
tions and effects for the Reformation throughout Europe 




is the purpoae of thia paper. There will be atteapt■ b~ 
the writer to augge■ t interpretation■ of developaent■ which 
seem to have valid applications for later times, including 
our own, in terms of positions and relationship■, and sug-
gestions as to what our beat approaches today might be. 
To trace the developments of the Reformation in the 
Palatinate this paper shall in part consider the work and 
effects of a number of the Prince Electors. In the 
Palatinate this is significant because the Electors took 
such an active role in the religious life of the state, 
and also because each of them during this period generally 
followed policies different from those of his predece■■or. 
After the death of Louis VI in 1583, the policies of his 
father, Fredrick 111, were essentially reestablished by 
John Casimir, younger brother of Louis and regent for 
Louis's son, Fredrick I~. These policies, with their baai■ 
on the Reformed faith, continued until the tiae of the 
Thirty Year■ War (1618-1648). 
Thia account of the Palatinate and the Reforaation 
will be essentially concluded with the work of John Casimir 
and the concurrence in it of Fredrick IV. The writer 
follows the opinion that the Reforaation a■ a driving 
force was completed by the end of the ■ izteenth century 
and that ttii■ appliea vell to the Palatinate. In a real 
aenae it would be redundant to speak of "the Reforaation 
before 1600," aince ita effect a■ a driving religious force 
7 
had pretty well run it■ cour■e by that ti••• Further 
religiou■ movement• or force■ were to take place within the 
church structures brought about by the Reformation. 
In discussing the various Prince Electors and their 
part in the Reformation, attention will not be limited to 
the time of their rule in this office. There are two other 
areas of concern in their lives1 one is their respective 
lives and activities in holding office prior to becoming 
Elector; the other i■ their circumstances and the influences 
upon them as individuals apart from their holding any parti-
cular office. The rulership of a smaller area, for example, 
gave various ones opportunity to develop reforming ideas 
and practices before becoming Elector. The political situa-
tion in the Palatinate during the sixteenth century wa■ 
rather complex, with small duchies and rearrangements of 
the same. We cannot trace the cour■e of the Reformation 
everywhere in the Palatinate, but it ie significant that 
it did not move uniformly, and in fact moved in different 
direction■ in various areas at the ■ame time. 
The sources and literature for the study of thi• 
aubject would have been moat plentiful in G•r-ny. 
Heidelberg developed very fine libraries during the aixteenth 
century, but the ravage• of war caused the loaa and deatruc-
tion of much original aource -terial. Heverthelesa, the 
bibliographiea indicate that much source -t•rial is atill 
extant in European librariea. In America there are alao a 
8 
goodly number of books and periodical article■ on the 
subject in the German language, particularly in the 
libraries of Columbia Univer■ity and Union Seminary in 
New York City. For materials in the Engli■h language, the 
moat plentiful source ia in books written during the nine-
teenth century by pastors and profea■ora of the Reformed 
Church in the United States, which is nov part of the 
United Church of Christ. The writer obtained much u■eful 
material through the Intra-Library Loan Department of the 
Buffalo and Erie County Public Library, Buffalo, New York. 
It was an earlier interest of the writer to approach 
a study of the Reformation with a view to tracing the 
religious polarization of Europe, especially Germany and 
neighboring areas, from the time of Luther' ■ death to the 
time of the Formula of Concord. A ■tudy of the Palatinate 
and the Reformation fits well with thi■ approach. The 
real beginning of Reformation effects in thi■ area ■carcely 
antedates Luther' ■ death, and was certainly affected by his 
passing and by the Smalcaldic War which ■oon followed. 
Polarization not only between Roman Catholic■ and Lutheran■ 
or Proteatanta generally, but alao within Prote■tanti■m 
took place moat noticeably and with far-reaching effect■• 
It is not the intention of this paper merely to con■ider 
the Reformation within the Palatinate, but the effect■ upon 
the Palatinate from out■ide, and likewi■e the effect■ that 
9 
the Palatinate had on life in Church and State in other 
area■ of Germany and Europe. 
CBAP'tEB. 11 
BEFOB.E FB.EDB.ICK II 
Elector Lauia V 
Prior ta the acceaaian af Fredrick II ta the 
Electoral office in 1544 1 the Palatinate had experienced 
a rule of thirt~-aix years by one Elector, Lout■ V. Be 
had a major responsibility aa a political ruler to restore 
the strength and dignity of the Palatinate. Bi■ adminis-
tration began nine years before the posting of the ninety-
five the■ea by Martin Luther and twenty-two years before 
the Diet of Augsburg which produced the Ausaburs Confea-
aion. Louis waa nicknamed "The Pacific" (der -
Friedfertise), which strongly auggeata that he would not 
be inclined ta follow any movement that would cause 
strife and discord, or give the appearance of rebellion. 
On the other hand he would not be likely to oppose reform 
efforts of a general nature. Bia chief personal interest■ 
were in hunting and architecture.1 'the early interest 
which resulted from Luther's appearance in 1518 wa■ effec-
tively auppreaaed on the official level, and those leader■ 
who would not submit emigrated, such aa Martin Bucer, who 
1J. w. Nevin, History and Genius of the Baidelbers 
Catechism (Chambersburg, Pa.1 Publication Office of ttie 
German Reformed Church, 1847), P• 23. 
11 
became a leader in Strassburg. The Church of Rome had a 
strong interest in the University, and did not want to lose 
this outpost. It appears, however, that during the rule of 
Louis V, evangelical sentiments and sympathies were spread-
ing and taking root in the Palatinate. Louis had been en-
couraged to disregard the safe-conduct promised to Luther, 
but remembering that one of his predecessors had turned 
John Hus over for burning a century earlier, he did not 
want to repeat such an action.2 
It should be noted that the Elector of the Palatinate 
was the chief Elector of the Holy Roman Empire of Germany. 
This suggests that the Palatinate Elector would have more 
to lose by sympathizing with any Protestant movement, and 
thus during the reign of Louis V there would be no political 
expediency for him to express any sympathy with Protestant-
ism. Louis succeeded during his lengthy reign in strength-
ening his province and its position in the Bmpire. 3 Upon 
his death in 1S44, his successor, Fredrick II, received a 
state that was comparatively solid politically, yet in a 
posftion with strong possibilities of entering into a 
state of confusion over religious questions. 
2James I. Good, The Origin of the Reformed Church in 
Germany (Reading, Pa.: Daniel Miller, Publisher, 1877), 
PP• 129-130. 
3 Emil Sehling, Die evan elischen Kirchenordnun en des 
XVI Jahrhunderts Vol. XIVI Kur falz Tuebingen: J.C. B. 
Mohr Paul Siebeck, 19 9, P• 7. 
12 
It should be noted that Baperor Charle■ V alao enjoyed 
a long rule, and ruled at nearly the same ti•••• Louia v. 
Asauming the office of Bmperor in 1519 1 he ruled until 
1556, twelve year• beyond the death of Loui■• He lived yet 
two years beyond his abdication. Thu■ there waa a long and 
well-establ ished political relationship, with which Loui■ 
no doubt felt rather comfortable, and had no deaire to dia-
turb. 
The death of Louis in 1544 occurred alao two year■ 
before the death of Luther. Thus many of the controver■iea 
which were to come within Protestantism had not yet devel-
oped, or at least had not broken forth. The Council of 
Trent had not begun, though it had been talked about and 
planned for. Thus both the sharp division• within Prote■-
tantism and between the papal and Protestant fore•• had not 
yet come strongly to light or developed in a full meaaure. 
Development■ Outside the Palatinate 
In considering effect■ on the Palatinate reliaioua 
situation, the preaence of John Calvin in Straaaburg for 
three years, 1538-1541 1 1• a1gn1f1cant. Havina begun work 
in Geneva in 1536 1 he waa forced to leave in 1538, until 
recalled by the officials of that aame city three year ■ 
later. During thia ti•• Calvin ■intatered to a French con-
gregation and also appeared at several conference■• He 
became better known in Germany than would have been the 
13 
case had he remained in Geneva. Durins this time, espe-
cially by means of the conference■, he and Philip 
Melanchthon became well-acquainted. They apparently found 
themselves to be consenial in doctrine, especially concern-
ins the Lord'• Supper. 4 In practice, however, there were 
vast difference■• A major point of difference in attitude 
was the matter of attempt ■ to effect a reconciliation with 
Rome: Melanchthon still wanted to pursue this in any wa~ 
possible, while Calvin wa■ atronsly oppo■ed to any compro-
mise for the sake of reconciliation. Aa was later demon-
strated in the church life under the Interims of 1548, 
Melanchthon would tolerate many Romiah practice■, consider-
ins them adiaphora, while Calvin bitterly oppo■ed any prac-
tices that could be construed aa beins in the Roman tradi-
tion. Since Melanchthon had such a desire to be a mediator, 
and wa■ so conciliatory, one may at least ■peculate that it 
was Calvin'• influence which kept Melanchthon from yieldins 
to the conditions of Rome even more fully for the ■aka of 
reconciliation. 
The fir■t pha■e of controveray concerning the Lord'• 
Supper, with Luther and Zwingli at the center of it, had 
been officially ■ettled by the Wittenbers Concord of 1536.5 
4oood, p. 115. 
5Hev1n, pp. 25-26. 
14 
Zwingli himself had died on the battlefield in 1531. 
Luther died ten years after the Wittenberg Concord in 
1546. There was comparative peace on this matter in 
Germany until 1552. In his later years Luther himself 
is reported to have said to Melanchthon that the matter 
of the Sacrament had been spoken of too much, 6 though 
another says he tried to have the controversy renewed 
toward the end of his life.7 The story of his statement 
to Melanchthon, which included a statement of permission 
to Melanchthon and others to revise his teachings, was a 
story repeated by Albert Hardenberg of Bremen, probably 
having originated at Heidelberg.8 
Since the development of the Reformation in the 
Palatinate has been described as following a "Melanchthon-
ian" tendency, it is important to comment on this enigmatic 
man and the tendency named for him. It must be observed 
that Melanchthon was a very gifted person and was a leading 
humanist. While he received a Bachelor of Theology degree, 
he was never ordained, making him one of Protestantism'• 
greatest lay theologians. The tendency within Lutheranism 
6Good, P• 117. 
7Hevin, p. 26. 
8r. Bente, Historical Int·roductiona to the Book of 
Concord (St. Louis, Misaouri1 Concordia Publiahina Bou••• 
1965), PP• 184-185. 
1S 
which came to oppoae him waa known aa Gneaio-Lutherani••• 
"genuine Lutheranism." By aome they are referred to aa 
"ultra-Lutherans," fanatic Lutherans, or rigid Lutheran■• 
While the strong emphaaia of the Gueaio-Lutherana on the 
physical real presence of the Lord's Supper struck other 
Protestants aa being virtually the same aa the Roman 
Catholic doctrine of trauaubatantiation, 9 yet the Gueaio-
Lutheraua were apparently leas concerned for a poaaible 
reunion with Rome than Melanchthou was. It would aeem, 
then, that Melanchthon would allow greater latitude of 
doctrine and practice within a church which neverthel••• 
was officially united than either the Gueaio-Lutheraua or 
the Calvinists would consider acceptable. The Gueaio-
Lutherana were more similar to the Calviniata than to the 
Melanchthoniana.10 Prom the time of Otto Henry in 1S56 
there certainly was no tendency in the Palatinate to be 
reconciled with Rome or tolerate any Romiah cuatoma; in 
doctrine, however, eapecially in regard to the Lord'• 
Supper, the Melanchthonian tendency aupplied the pattern 
until the Heidelberg Catechiam waa publiahed in 1S63, and 
probably had an effect on the teachings of that document. 
9George w. Richard■, The Heidelberg Catechi••• 
Hiator~cal and Doctrinal Stud~•• (Philadelphia& Publication 
and Sunday School Board of the ~•formed Church in the United 
States, 1913), pp. 42 1 46 1 48. 
10 d Ibi • 1 p. 44. 
16 
Another significant characteristic of Melanchthon' ■ 
theology was his position toward man' ■ will, and toward 
good work■, thus toward aynergism. Be apparently vaa not 
in full agreement with Luther on thi■ aatter 1 either, but 
rather praised the poaition and writing■ of Bra■aua.11 
He put good works in a perspective that vaa a little more 
suitable to Calvinism, which emphasize■ predestination, 
yet bases it on the sovereignty of God, and emphaaise■ 
obedience to God's will in responae to this sovereigntJ. 
The dangers of temptation to aelf-righteouanesa in thi■ 
position are apparent; the extreme Lutheran approach of 
a grace which belittle■ good works even aa a fruit of faith 
involves equal dangers. With all these various tendenciea 
and emphases the Palatinate was eventually to be confronted, 
and the response to these forces vas to have a profound 
effect on European religious and political matter■ for 
years to come. 
11Bard Thompson, "The Palatinate Church Order of 
1S63 1 " Church History, XXIII (1954) 1 339. 
CBAPTBB. III 
FROM 1S44 TO 1S56--TBE TIME OF FB.EDB.ICK II AS BLECTOB. 
Fredrick II, a younger brother of the childle■s 
Louis V, became Elector of the Palatinate upon the latter'• 
death on March 16 1 1S44. Fredrick vas already paat the age 
of sixty at this time. Bia accession vaa actually a viola-
tion of the Golden Bull of 13S6 1 by which the Emperor had 
sought through the rule of primogeniture to prevent further 
splitting of the ■tatea of the Empire. Their father Philip, 
however, had stated in his will that hia ■on• should rule 
ahead of his grandaona 1 and a family compact in 1S24 had 
ratified this arrangement. Otto Henry, son of B.upert and 
nephew of Fredrick, should have become Elector according 
to the provisions of the Golden Bull, and later claimed 
that he did not understand the family compact to which he 
had agreed.1 Thus a certain amount of family tenaion ex-
isted because of thia situation, and aa time vent on Otto 
Henry became more anxious to become Elector in order to 
introduce effective reform meaaurea. " Thia anxiety vaa 
heightened by his own uncertain health. 2 
1 Barbara Kurse 1 Kurfuerat Ott Heinrich. Politik und 
B.eligion :l:n der Pfal·• 1s·6·6-15S9 1 in s ·chriften dea Verein• 
fuer aeformationageschichte 1 Hr. 174 (Gueteraloh1 Carl 
Bertelamann Verlag, 19S6) 1 P• 10. 
2 
Ibid.• P• 14. 
18 
In considering the progreaa and difficultiea of the 
Reformation during the time of the rule of Fredrick II a■ 
Prince Elector, the activities of Duke Otto Haury muat al■o 
be uoted. Even before Fredrick became Elector iD 1S44 1 
Otto Heury had aunounced himself aa a follower of th• 
Reformation, and had begun reform effort ■ in hia duchy of 
Neuberg. In 1S44 alao, Otto Henry abdicated iu favor of 
the noble■ because of hia enormous debt■, and in 1S4S he 
went to Heidelberg. Following the Smalcaldic War, Otto 
Henry in 1S47 went into exile in Weinheim. Here he sup-
ported the Reformation as much as possible, and in 15S2 the 
Peace of Pasaau returned him to the rule of Neuberg, which 
he occupied until the death of Fredrick. Fredrick pursued 
a policy of neutrality. Otto Henry was on the offeuaive. 
His aggressive policy may well have been developed aud 
sharpened by Fredrick'• indifference. 
Fredrick's Early Life, Relationahips, and Aspirations 
Fredrick waa born in 1482 1 thua ahortl~ before the 
birth of Martin Luther. 3 Be had hia training at the court 
of Burgundy, a Bababurg achool 1 and thereby became the 
establiahed mediator between Palatinate and Baaburg-
imperial politic■• A cloae friendship developed between 
3Bmil Behling, Die evan eliachen 
XVI Jahrhunderta 1 Vol. XIV1 Kurpfals 
Mohr [Paul Siebeck] 1 1969 1 P• 11. 
Kirchenorduuu en dea 
~uebingen: J. c. B. 
-
19 
Fredrick and King Philip the Fair of Burgundy. Fredrick 
travelled widely, diatingui■hed him■elf in all the kni1htl1, 
art■, and also enjoyed many plea■ure■• In 1518 he became 
admini■trator of the Upper Palatinate, and continued in 
the diplomatic ■ervice of the Emperor, Charle■~. In 1S21-
1S22 Fredrick had begun to ■upport the Reformation, having 
Martin Bucer a■ his court preacher. Be sub■equently follow-
ed the policy of neutrality of the Palatinate electoral 
house, which allowed him to hand over the Confutation to 
the Protestants in the name of the Emperor in 1530 at 
Augsburg.4 He lived a cavalier life in the rich city of 
Nuernberg, but living beyond his mean■ sometime■ put him 
in difficulties. He wa■ given the title of "Imperial field 
leader," but gained no victory over the turk■• Ba became a 
mediator prized by the Prote■tant■ in the religiou■ 
colloquies, and in thi■ capacity he pre■ided over the 
Regensburg Colloquy of 1541.5 Be later teatified that hi• 
participation there had worked a change of feeling in him. 
In 1538 an Evangelical confe■sion had been publiahed in 
hi■ province of the Upper Palatinate, demanded by the 






De■pite hia talent■ an4 training, hi■ ■ecure poaition■ 
an4 happy approach to life, Fre4rick ezperience4 diaappoi11t-
me11t in court■hip. Fredrick portrayed the jilted ■uitor, 
and in the aizteenth century thia had real political im-
plications. Royal marriages were continually arranged for 
the purpose of putting together enough of a kingdom or duchy 
to provide a re■pectable basia both for income and preatige. 
Fredrick pursued seven fruitless court■hipa 1 which included 
a daughter and siater of the Bmperor. Finally in 1535 1 when 
he was past the age of fifty, Fredrick married Dorothy, the 
daughter of Christian II 1 the depoaed king of Denmark. The 
pattern of personal extravagance and enjoyment continued, 
as Dorothy had the same paasion for spending aa Fredrick 
did. 7 There were 110 children to interfere with their life. 
From this u11io11 1 however, Fredrick obtained a claim 
and an aspiration to the throne of Denmark, which va■ be-
coming a Protestant land. At the same ti••• Dorothy va■ a 
niece of Charles V1 ao the marriage bound him more cloaely 
to the imperial politics, which to some eztent repreaented 
the interest■ of the Pope of Koma. Indeed, the Bmperor in-
tended to bind the Palatinate close to hi• purpo••• through 
thia marriage, and by auch maneuver■ a■ granting the 
7uana Kott, Friedrich von der Pfals und die Keforaa-
tion, 111 Beidelber·aer Abha11dlu11aen zur Mittler·en UDcl 
neuaren Ge■·c•hichte 1 Br. 4 (Beidelbergt Carl Winter•• 
Univer■itaeta-buchba11dlung1 1904)., P• 3. 
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Evangelicals their reque■t for Fredrick to pre■ide at the 
Regensburg Colloquy in 1S41.8 Charle■ wa■ a gifted flat-
terer, and was always ready to use hi■ relatives in the 
chess game of European politic■• Through Fredrick he 
could obtain information from the enemy camp, the 
Smalcaldic League.9 
Fredrick recognized that if he were to take the 
Danish throne, it would have to be with military power, 
and for tbia he would need alliea. Thia was a leading 
motivation behind bis negotiation■ with the Smalcaldic 
League, which had been eatabliahed in 1S31, following the 
Diet of Augaburg. At a meeting of the Smalcaldic League in 
1S40 be had brought forth his Danish project. In that ■ame 
year the Evangelical■ had courted bis friendship, in order 
to try to inspire him together with Elector Loui■ V for the 
plan of a national German assembly to deal with the religioua 
question. They felt that Fredrick bad a special relation-
ship with the Emperor, which they might u■e to good advan-
tage, and Fredrick had previously offered hi■ ■ervicea in 
a mediating role.10 It aeema, though, that hi■ plan■ for 
attempting to take the Dani■h throne muat have been 
politely deferred for the nezt ■everal year■ , for nothina 
8 t~id., P• 4. 
9 Ibid., p. 7. 
lOibid., P• 4. 
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happened. Yet Fredrick did not give up the hope of gaining 
the crown. It was a phantoa illuaion which cauaed him to 
move back and forth indecisiv•l~,11 for any aggreaaive role 
on his part in thia matter would contain many riaka. 
Early Politics and Reforming Activitie■ 
The inauguration of Fredrick II a■ Elector of the 
Palatinate early in 1S44 permitted hope■ to riae among the 
Evangelical■ in the Palatine land■, and throughout the 
Empire.12 At thia point in history, theae hopes might not 
necessarily mean the hope of establishing a solid, 
separate Protestant or Lutheran Church, but could imply a 
pervading reform of the Church, with a reconciliation 
which would take into account the Proteatant doctrine■ 
and practice. It could mean the formation of a ■eparate 
national German church, with no direct or only a loo■e 
relationship to the papacy. While there are event■ and 
development■ to which one could point a■ proving that the 
Lutherans con■tituted a ■eparate Church, it could al■o be 
maintained that at thi■ time the Evangelical■ vere ■till 
a party within the Holy Catholic Church, and were ao viewed 
by both themaelve■ and the Roman fore••• There were deaire■ 
12 Behling, XI~, 11-12. 
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and demands for a German national council; the Council of 
Trent had not yet begun; and Luther wa■ ■till alive. 
During the first year and a half of hi■ rule, 
Fredrick II continued, outwardly at least, in the role of 
political neutrality, which had characterised Palatinate 
politics. There were two major Diets during these early 
months of Fredrick's rule, at Speier in 1S44 and at Worm■ 
in 1S45. At these Diet■ he vigorously advanced the demand 
for a German national council, the preservation of the 
Regensburg Formulation of the teaching of justification, 
the general granting of Communion under both kinda, and 
the marriase of prieata.13 
Though Fredrick supported these teachings and demand■ 
which were favorable to the Proteatanta, yet he did not at 
this time seem to feel that the Prote■ tanta would give him 
any dependable support in hi■ quest for the Dani■h crown. 
Future events were to show that the German Lutheran prince■ 
were quite peace-loving and had a certain loyalty to the 
Bmpire. Fredrick wa■ probably quite accurate in not ezpect-
ing much of them for ■upporting his northern aaptrationa. 
Thus at the beginning and durins the early month■ of hi■ 
rule aa Elector, aince the idea of the Danish crown beckoned 
ao atrongly to him, he felt that hi■ beat prospect■ lay in 
gettins help from his wife's uncle, Emperor Charles V, and 
13tbid. 1 XIV, 12. 
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therefore he did not want to ruin any chances of aettina 
such help. The northern kinaly title blinded his eyes as 
the Bohemian crown did to a later Palatine Fredrick.14 
At the same time, Fredrick knew that the Bavarian princes 
desired his electoral hat, and had even tzied to thwart 
Fredrick's well-established claims at the time of bis 
inauguration. Either the Emperor or the Smalcaldic League 
could have supported the Bavarians if they became dia-
satiafied with Fredrick. Philip of Besse was alao in-
terested in a Besse-Bavarian alliance through a family 
union.15 
Fredrick'• ovn position in becoming rather suddenly 
the leading elector of Germany, after being a travelling 
knight and begging prince, and now past the aae of sixty, 
placed him in a situation to which he was not accustomed 
and for which he had little preparation. Be had more 
resources at his disposal, and he knew it, but what this 
might mean in his relationships to the_ Emperor, the 
Smalcaldic Leaaue, and his desire for the Danish crown, 
was a very complicated matter to determine. The aediatina 
task was becoming difficult, burdensome, and thankless. 
The parties in the Diet■ were probably not genuinely 
14 
Rott, P• 6. 
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interested in unity, ao much aa they ware in power. 
Further, a auspicious shadow waa gradually falling on 
Fredrick because of hia mediating poaition.16 The aoman 
nuncios knew that Fredrick, or at least hi■ state, waa not 
aa neutral aa he claimed to be. The political stream■ 
were more difficult to separate than Fredrick realized. 
It would have been easier and perhaps more honorable to 
throw himself unreservedly into the arms of one of the 
17 parties. 
One of the major isauea at this Diet of Worm■ in 
1545 1 as at many Diets of the Empire, waa the question of 
military help to the Emperor in battling the Turks. The 
question of whether to give priority to the religious 
question or the question of the Turks waa one of the 
divisive factora. 18 Aa time went on, Protestant■ frequently 
tried to uae the aid for the var with the Turks a■ a means 
for gaining conceasiona, but in this the Proteatanta were 
alao divided. Moat of the German Lutheran prince■ had a 
high regard for the Empire, and a concern for protectina 
it. 
One of the major iaauea or effort■ of th••• early 
year• of Fredrick II vaa the demand for a fr••• national 
16Ibid. 1 P• 10. 
17 d Ibi •• P• 8. 
18Ibid., p. 9. 
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German council. Thie never happened, but it vae ueed b7 
Charle■ Va• a delaying tactic to give him tiae to prepare, 
with the eupport of the Pope, for a var against the 
Smalcaldic League.19 
On May 23 1 1544, at Speier, Charle■ V had concluded 
an agreement vith Chrietian III, the nevly-choeen king of 
Denmark, which guaranteed his kingehip. At the eame time, 
the Emperor began negotiations with the Bavarian 
Wittelsbachs 1 rivals of Fredrick's famil~ for the 
Electoral offica.20 
The archbishop and elector of Cologne, Beraann von 
Wied, in 1542 had invited Bucer and Melanchthon to intro-
duce Protestantism into his lands. 21 Thie of cour■e brought 
opposition. Hi■ an■ver to hi■ opponent• vae read at the 
Worms Diet on Augu■t 1 1 1545, and he also appealed for a 
German council. In connection with the Cologne eituation, 
apparently Charles vas ready vith military action, and thi• 
situation drew Predrick clo■er to the Proteetant cauea and 
Prote■tant forces. Be warned Charles that a• Blector ha 
would not tolerate the bringing in of foreign troop■ on the 
soil of the Empire to fight again■t Protaetante. The action 
19Ibid., PP• 12-13. 
20sehling, XIV, 12. 
2luarold J. Grimm, The Reformation Bra 1500-1650 
(New Yorks The Macmillan Company, 1966), p. 221. 
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of the Emperor in conquering Gelderland in 1543 cauaed a 
genuine fear of what he might do to advance hi■ peraonal 
Babsburg ambition■• The Diet■ of 1544 and 1545 aerved to 
strengthen the feeling that Charle■ would resort to the 
use of force to gain his objectives. It seemed very un-
certain that a national and religious peace could be 
achieved, short of complete ■ubmiaaion to Charle■ and the 
Church of Rome. 22 
Predrick II was not too deeply concerned with religious 
questions, though he waa not irreligious. The feeling■ of 
the people of a need for reform made an impreaaion on him, 
and he had some affinity for Evangelical doctrines and 
practices. He was more of a politician, and hi• religioua 
interests and concern were related and subordinate to hi• 
political interests. Predrick, a rather eaay-going peraon, 
wanted a peaceful reign, aa Louis V'• had been. However, 
the Evangelical sentiment■ which his predeceaaor'• policiea 
had allowed to grow were building a preaaure which would 
call for some aort of action. Further, Otto Henry waa 
actively promoting the Reformation wherever he could, and 
was a popular prince. Otto Henry had eatabliahed a head-
quarter• at the Corn Market in Heidelberg, and waa actively 
propagandizing for the Reformation, including attempt ■ to 
22 
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influence the Elector and Electra•• directly. 23 Beaidea 
his close contact with Bucer in 1521-1522, Predrick'• 
faithful companion and chancellor, Hartmann, had been 
seized by the Inquisition on a trip to Spain on the charge 
of heresy, and only with difficulty escaped a fiery 
death. 24 Already at Easter, 1545, the Elector himself had 
received the Lord'• Supper under both form• with his wife, 
as the developments at the Diet of Worms did not aeem to 
hold significant promiae of any good things to come from 
it, and the mediating role of Predrick •••med to have no 
promise of success. Luther and Melanchthon noted thia 
event as the beginning of an open aupport of the Evangelical 
confession by Predrick. 25 
Since there waa considerable popular aupport for the 
Reformation, and Otto Henry was working for it, and Predrick 
could see no advantage in further courting the favor of 
Charles V, the Reformation began to make headway in 
Heidelberg and surrounding areas. In the juriadictional 
unit of Alzey and at the Auguatinian Monastery at Heidelberg, 
by acgion of the Elector, Communion under both kinda waa not 
forbidden. 26 In October 1545, Predrick offered the 
23 Kurze, P• 15. 
24aott, p. 4. 
25 Ibid., P• 44. 
26sehling, XI~. 13. 
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distribution of the Sacrament in both kinda freely in the 
land. In November 1S4S, the Evangelical Peter Alexander, 
who had been once the court preacher of Queen Karie, 
appeared in Heidelberg, throush efforts of Bucer and Otto 
Henry. 27 Despite the objection of George Niger, Catholic 
profeaaor of theology, Alexander began lecture■ on the 
Epistle to the Romana. Alao, Adam Bartlme, previously 
court preacher to Otto Henry in Neuberg, waa called to 
the Rhine Palatinate. 28 A popular atory aaya that the 
Reformation really took hold on December 20, 1S4S, at Holy 
Spirit Church in Heidelberg, for on that Sunday, before the 
prieat could begin the Maaa, the consresation broke out in 
the singing of the hymn, Ea iat daa Beil un■ Xommen her. 
Thia hymn by Paul Speratua waa then regarded aa a particular 
symbol of the Reformation. 29 It ia well-atteated that in 
December 1S4S, Fredrick called together all dukea and lords 
from the Palatine landa, and aome from other landa, to deal 
with the introduction of the new teaching in Electoral 
Palatinate. By Chriatmaa-time there waa a firm and united 
deciaion to accept the Goapel. At thi■ time the Blectrea■ 
and her court received the Sacrament according to the 
27Rott, P• s1. 
28sehling, XIV, 13. 
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In January 1546 1 in the chief churche■ of Heidelberg, 
the Lutheran Lord'• Supper and the Wittenberg Ha■■ v.ere 
being celebrated. From March to Hay new order■ for the 
churches appeared from the Elector'• office, one after the 
other. An introductory Church Order wa■ i■■ued for the 
Palatinate, which followed the pattern of Neuberg and 
Nuernberg, and accordingly reflected the spirit of 
Osiander. Apparently after Penteco■t Bucer and Fagiu■ 
completed the first visitation. In this vi■ftation they 
found that there was still some Roman Catholic re■fstance 
against the new teaching. 31 Through Otto Henry's effort■, 
preachers were called into the land. Heidelberg became a 
haven for many Protestant refugees from We■tern Europe. 
Gradually there aro■e a mixture of people and religion, 
which lent the city of Heidelberg a breath of free 
spirituality which contra■ted with the rest of Geraany. 
Fredrick II was tolerant; yet hi■ tolerance •••med to 
rest on frivolity rather than conviction, and later came 
to appear as carela■sness or neglect. 32 
Fredrick ■ought to bring Philip Helanchthon back to the 
Palatinate to establi■h the Raforaation, but ■inc• Luther 
30aott, PP• 47-48. 
31Kurze, P• 16. 
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had died on Pebruary 18, 1546, Helanchthon felt ■trongly 
that he ■hould remain in Wittenberg to continue hi■ work 
a■ a religious leader and teacher there. 33 All reports 
indicate Melanchthon's close attachment and feeling of 
responsibility toward the Univer■tty. 
Late in 1545 the Palatinate counselor■ gave an indica-
tion that the administration already was occupied with 
deliberations over the appointment of able preachers and 
the establishment of Christian order.34 The Smalcaldic 
League was to meet in Prankfort in January 1546, and 
Fredrick and his nobles prepared for direct dealings with 
the League. Probably in part as a preparation for this 
meeting there appeared early in Janury, 1546, the first 
official Reformation ordinance for Electoral Palatinate: 
Edict Concerning the Optional Administration of the Lord's 
Supper under Both Porms 1 Conducting of the Divine Service■ 
and Extension of the Sacrament in the German Language, 
Abrogating the Compulsory Mass for the Pastor■ and the 
Freedom of Priests to Harry. at the Beginnins of January. 
1546,35 
Thi■ probably waa also valid for the Upper Palatinate, 
where it constituted a renewal and extension of the 
33sehling, XIV, 18. 
34rbid., P• 13. 
35Ibid. 
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Evangelical religioua authorisation of October 8, 1S38. 
The Edict ia not in itself a final Reformation docuaent, 
but form■ an instance of an in-between ■tage, and repre-
sent ■ the preparation for a real Reformation.36 The court 
counaelora Chancellor Hartmann von Bppingen and the Buaan-
iat Bubert Leodius, who were sealoua Lutheran■, were 
probably among the moat influential in obtainina thi■ and 
other orders from Predrick. 37 
Through these months of considerable activity 
favorable to establishing the Reformation, there ■ till 
were deficienciea or weaknes■ea, particularly in atrona 
personal leadership, and establiahment of a ■yatematic 
reform and Church adminiatration. Fredrick him■elf pre-
ferred to remain in the background, and let Otto Henry 
play a more proainent role. The official motive he gave 
for the Reformation waa the preaaing de■ire of the people, 
though he recognised the need, and••• the aea■ura■ he took 
aa an effort to prevent a back-■liding to the o l d faith.38 . 
He explained his religioua change to the Baperor, in that 
in his old age he had been enlightened by God in the true 
way of ■alvation, and hi■ conscience coapelled hi• to 
36 Ibid. 
37xurse, p. 1s. 
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further thinga. 39 Th• practical adminiatration of Church 
affairs was left in the handa of the official•• 
Otto Henry waa not entirely aatiafied with the 
Reformation effort■ in the Palatinate. Th• image■ ware 
left comfortably in their places. Though the monaateriea 
were cloaed 1 in the Barefoot and Preaching Monaatariea the 
Sacrament Houses were still decorated, and Maaaea were 
read according to the old forms. Otto Henry did not allow 
preacher■ to come from his duchy Neuberg to the Palatinate.40 
Though he had abdicated his rule in Neuberg 1 he atill 
represented the duchy officially, and evidently waa able 
to exert aome influence ou policy. Finally under the 
influence of Fagiua 1 who had beau called from Straaaburg 1 
Fredrick gave Fagiua the order to take aeveral peraona 
with him and clear out the Sacrament Bouaea and the 
altars. 41 
In all this, Fredrick'• political aatuteueaa never 
allowed his opposition to Charles V to become final and 
iucorrigible.42 He never joined the Smalcaldic League, 
but Charles waa very angry with Fredrick for hi• going over 
to the new faith. In Wolf vou Affeuatein the Bmperor had 
39 tbid. 1 p. 65. 
4 0I1,id • 1 PP• 55, 63. 
4ltbid. 1 p. 75. 
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a reliable informer of development■ within th• Palatinate, 
and Catholic and imperial power■ watched with con■terna­
tion.43 
On June 3 1 1546, at &egenaburg, Charle■ V concluded 
a aecret agreement with Duke William of Bavaria, in which 
he promised William the Electoral hat, in the event that 
Fredrick should take up weapons againat the imperial 
ahield. 44 On June 22 the Pope announced to the College of 
Cardinal■ that Charle■ V had been enliated for battle 
againat the Proteatanta. Troops ■tarted to move in Italy 
and the Low Countriea for the chaatening of the unruly 
estate■ of the empire. On July 20 Charle■ V declared John 
Fredrick of Saxony and Philipp of Heaae outlaw■• The 
Smalcaldic War againat the Proteatanta had begun.45 The 
persistent requests of Fredrick II of the Palatinate for 
a national German council had given Charle■ ample time to 
complete his military and diplomatic preparation■• 
The Smalcaldic War and the Interim 
The effective progresa of the Reformation wa■ to be 
short-lived in the Palatinate at thia ti••• never to be 
effectively renewed during the time of Fredrick II. The 
43aott, PP• 3S-36. 
44Ibid. 1 P• 39. 
4S Ibid., P• 40. 
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outbreak of the Smalcaldic War and the victory of 
Charles V, along with an outbreak of pestilence brought 
reform movement ■ to a halt.46 A■ usual, rredrick tried 
to please everybody and succeeded in pleasing no one. Be 
found himself at first in difficulty, then essentially 
immobilized. At the end of July rredrick sent Wolf von 
Affenstein, his counselor who was favorably inclined toward 
the Emperor, to try to preserve a bridge with Charle■• At 
the outbreak of the war his poaition wa■ ■o indecisive 
that bitter Protestant voicea were raised againat rredrick 
aa the "Iacariot" of the Proteatant cause. 47 
Fredrick then made some effort■ to help the Proteatants, 
with the excuse of protecting the fatherland. Be tried to 
get money for such help from the roundation of the Boly 
Spirit, a religious foundation in Heidelberg, but received 
only a part of the money he sought, and this directed him 
to the gracious help of the Almighty. rredrick had also 
acquired the service■ of some troops, intending to • u■e them 
in an attempt to gain the Danish throne. When he had not 
been able to get any support from Charle■ for this project, 
he choae not to undertake it. Since he now had no other 
uae for the troopa, and keeping them in provision■ posed 
problem■ for him, he made hia troops available to the 
4 ~I~id., PP• 73-74. 
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Smalcaldic army. Thus Fredrick was able at this point to 
give a token of assistance to the Protestant•, without him-
self actually taking up arm• again■t the Emperor.48 
Fredrick knew well that Charles V would not tolerate 
such assistance to those whom he had marked aa hie enemiea. 
At the beginning of November he implored the Emperor for 
pardon, claiming that he had been deceived by Philip of 
Heaae.49 Charles warned him that he would endure imperial 
punishment if he did not pull his troop• back. After hie 
surprising success in the battle at the Danube, Charles 
announced plans to quarter his troops for the winter in 
the Palatinate on the left bank of the Rhine.50 
Fredrick was ready now to seek the forgiven••• of the 
Emperor. He went hastily to Schwaebiach-Ball, and had an 
audience with the Emperor on December 19 1 1S46. Be waa 
sufficiently humiliated to insure that he would take no 
further military action against the Emperor at this time. 
Bavaria was moat unhappy that the Electoral office remained 
with the Palatinate. Fredrick II and hie land were treated 
rather gently, considering the circumatancea.51 Only in 
Neuberg, where Charle■ bitterly resented the reforming 
481bid., PP• 77-78. 
49Ibid., P• 78. 
50lbid. 
51Ibid., PP• 79-80. 
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actions of Otto Henry, did the Emperor inflict har■h 
puni■hment, and forcibly ree■tabli■h Catholiciam.52 Tht■ 
in turn increased the bittern••• and resentment of Otto 
Henry. Be continued to do all he could to promote the 
Reformation. 
On April 24 1 1547, Charles V von the battle of 
Muehlberg, taking Elector John Predrick of Saxony a■ hi■ 
captive, and paaaing the death sentence on him. Thi■ wa■ 
the decisive victory of the Smalcaldic War. Wittanb•rg 
capitulated in Kay without a battle, to ■ave the life of 
John Fredrick,53 whoae Electorate had been awarded by 
Charles to Maurice, the treacherous duke of Saxony, vho 
had aided the cau■e of the Emperor for thi■ award. Thia 
victory waa to be followed by the formulation of and 
attempts to enforce the Augsburg Interim in 1S48, in which 
Charles tried to force many Roman Catholic cuatoma on the 
Protestant■• Be waa more aucceaaful in thia in aouthern 
Germany than in the northern part■• On Auguat 17, 1S481 at 
a gathering ordered by Fredrick, the letter of Charle■ vaa 
read, proclaiming the eatabliahment of the Interim in the 
Palatinate. While the Pranciacana rejoiced, the Interim 
S3p. Bente, Bi■torical Introduction to the Book of 




waa not ■ trongly enforced throughout the land.54 A■ a 
result, not much waa done at all in ter■a of ■piritual care. 
The social implication■ followed, ■o that the people became 
rough and coarae. In aome area■ nobody could read or write. 
Even the suicide rate increased notably during thi■ time. 
While the monka returned to Heidelberg, some Lutheran 
pastors continued to ■erve in the rural area■ , Zwinglian■ 
entered the land, and especially Anabapti■t ■ ■pread along 
the Bartz mountain■ and the Rhine River. Becauaa of the 
lack of other spiritual care, ■any of the citizen■ fell 
into the arms of the Anabaptists.55 A vi■ itation carried 
out by Marbach, at the direction of Otto Henry, affirmed 
the generally sorry conditions of the land.56 John Brena 
of Wuerttemberg, who had gone into ezile, had called the 
Interim an Interitus,57 that is, a ruin, and thi■ truly wa■ 
descriptive of conditions in the Palatinate. 
The Interim was to have other effects out■ide the 
Palatinate which would eventually affect the Palatinate. 
In northern Germany a alight modification of the Aug■burg 
Interim was worked out, called the Leipzig Interim. While 
54Rott, PP• 88-89. 
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Philip Kalanchthon stayed in Wittenberg and lived under 
the Interim aa under a croaa, Matthias Placiua Illyricu■ 
and others vent to Kagdeburg, where they were able to 
reaiat the provision■ of the Interim. 58 Kelanchthon devel-
oped hia theory of adiaphora and ju■tified hia po■ition on 
that baaia, while the Lutheran■ at Kagdeburg vicioualy de-
nounced him for hia actiona.59 Calvin in Geneva al■o ez-
preaaed his disapproval of Kelanchthon for hia opinion■ 
and action■ under the Interim.60 It vaa the epi■ode of the 
Interim which effectively robbed Kelanchthon of, or cauaed 
him to lose, the position of leadership among the Lutherans. 
Thus the wedge waa driven deeper between the Lutheran fac-
tions, and while the Gneaio-Lutherana of Kagdeburg and 
Calvin in Geneva both denounced poor Philip for submitting 
to &oman form■ and practices, they themaelvea remained far 
apart on the doctrine of the Lord'• Supper. They remained 
opponents despite their common contempt for Kelanchthon and 
for Rome. In time this development played a profound role 
in the life of the Palatinate. 
The Role of Otto Henry during the Rule of rredrick II 
Otto Henry's conversion to Proteatanti■m wa■ probably 
58Ibid., P• 102. 
59Ib1d., PP• 100-103. 
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more aincere and genuine than that of moat ruler■• There 
aeema to have been much le•• political motivation behind 
hi■ interest in the Reformation than vaa the caae with many 
ruler■• In 1539 he had ■ought acceptance into the 
Smalcaldic League through hi• counselor Gabriel Arnold. 
Already in 1538 hia Bavarian cousin William had warned him 
about hi• Protestant tendenciea. In 1541 he asked the 
Pope for a diapenaation from faating. 61 In the same year 
at the Diet of Regensburg he had belonged to the moderate 
party. He had earlier in life been in contact with a 
number of Protestant leader■, auch aa Kelanchthon and 
Bucer. He had alao traveled widely and collected many 
manuscripts and other item■ of cultural and intellectual 
interest. 62 Be was married to Susanna, widow of Hargrave 
Casimir von Ansbach and mother of Albrecht Alcibiadea. 
The marriage, apparently quite happy, remained childl••• 
and Susanna died in 1S43.63 Otto Benry openly confesaed 
himself a follower of the new teaching on June 22 1 1542,. 
at the age of forty.64 
Born April 10 1 1S02 1 . in Amberg, Otto Benry and hi• 
brother Philip had been orphaned a• ■mall children by the 






Bavarian War of Succe■■ion in 150S. They were placed under 
the legal guardianship of their uncle rredrick, and the 
duchy of Neuberg waa e■tabliahed •• their domain. In 1S35 
they divided their land, and in 1S41 Philip turned over hi■ 
intere■ t, including hi■ debts, to Otto Henry. Philip died 
in 1S4&.65 
In 1S43, while Louis V wa■ sttll Elector, Otto Henry 
ordered the first Neuberg Church Order worked out and pub-
lished through the Nuernberg preacher Oaiander. The intro-
duction of the Reformation into his duchy was quite aaay, 
though he encountered rather stubborn resistance in the 
city of Neuberg where he resided.66 Because of hi■ own 
debts, he turned over the admini■tration of Neuberg to the 
nobles in 1S44. Despite hia extravagances, eapecially in 
collecting works of art and manuacripts, he wa■ well-liked 
by hia people. Re continued to repreaent the duchy and 
received a pension, but moved to Heidelberg. Having 
established a headquarters at the Corn Market, ha fo■tarad 
the teaching■ and practices of the Reformation. There aaem■ 
to be no indication that ha attempted in any way to aubvert 
the rule of hia uncle, but he did not ayapathisa with the 
latter' ■ viahea or feeling■ when ft aea■ad to him that 
Predrick was failing to carry through the Refor■ation. Thu■ 
65Ibid., PP• 10-11. 
66Ibid., P• 12. 
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his presence wa■ embarras■ing to Predrick, and this mad• 
necessary his ezile to Weinheim in 1S47, a■ Pr•drick did 
not wish at this time to do or foster anything that would 
irritate the Emperor, Charles v.67 
Otto Henry' ■ role while in Heidelberg aa an ezile was 
focused on religious matters. Bia initiative and readine■■ 
for reforming activity helped to accomplish the formation 
of the Church Council and Consistory. It was therefore 
always provisional, but it was a start which gave promi■e 
of a good development. Probably without fully intending 
it, in these years as a private citizen in Beidelb•rg he 
worked well in preparation for the aasfgnment which would 
later be placed before him as the leading Prote■tant ruler 
of the Empire. He himself helped prepare the foundation 
for it. 68 
The Weinheim period of Otto Henry's life la■ted five 
years, 1S47.-15S2. Thfa was a time of great inner struggle 
for him. Charles V was obviousl y di■plea■ed with him, but 
apparently the Emperor' ■ grace could be regained at the 
price of religious conviction. Otto Henry's brother, Count 
Palatinate Philip, who had the title Imperial Gen•ral and 
Knight of the Golden Pleece, conveyed this condition to him. 
Duke Otto Henry declined, after long hesitation, •nd after 
67 Ibid• 
68·Ibid., p. 15. 
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writing letters of supplication to the Emperor, and to 
other princes whom he thought to have influence. Bucer 
even advised him to accept the duchy, to let the Emperor 
answer the religion question and to quiet hia own con-
science through a private reservation. Thia aort of solu-
tion to the problem of religious confeaaion waa unaccept-
able to Otto Henry. Otto Henry waa not a diplomat, while 
Bucer, the former Dominican monk felt that thta aort of 
diplomacy would be useful for eatabliahing the new teach-
ing. In matters of conacience Otto Henry vaa committed to 
a course of clear diatinctiona and radical aolutiona. Be 
was one of the few princes who did not bow before the 
Emperor, but placed conviction above personal advantage. 
?hia position and policy of the powerless duke, and the 
hardship he endured for it, caused him to become ■ore firm 
in his religious conviction■ and policies. Thia ta a key 
to hia judgment and action■ later aa Elector. Through thia 
experience, he developed hi■ personal claims of leaderahip 
in relation to other Proteatant princes. Bia enmity toward 
the Bababurga haa it■ beginnings here. Hi■ later headatrong 
religioua seal becomes understandable when we conaider hia 
humiliating situation aa an exile begging for recognition.69 
In 1551 Otto Henry took part aa much a■ poaaible in 
the field expeditions of the prince■ who were warring 
69 Ibid., P• 12. 
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against the Emperor under the leadership of Maurice of 
Saxony. Maurice seems to have made a strong impreasion 
on him, and Otto Henry gave him what little help he could. 
Materially, he had no real influence on the course of 
events, but he vaa respected by friend and foe alike for 
his faithfulness to his creed. In the Paasau agreement 
of 15S2, Maurice achieved for Otto Henry the reatitution 
of the duchy of Neuberg, and his official reacceptance 
into the favor of Emperor Charles v. 70 In the years 
immediately following, Otto Henry, together with Duke John 
Albrecht of Mecklenburg and the Hargrave Albrecht Alcbiades 
of Bradenburg, formed the moat extreme wings of Proteatant-
iam, diametrically opposed to Charle• v. 71 The genuine 
religious faith of Otto Henry, which previously waa only 
personal, began to become politically effective in the 
negotiations of Paasau.72 
About this time Ferdinand, king of the aomana and 
brother of Charles, began to be a force in the Empire. 
Charles had made an attempt to have his ■on Philip, rather 
than Ferdinand, succeed him aa Emperor. Thia cauaed 
Ferdinand to move cloaer to the Protestant■ , and to get 
involved with the Heidelberg Union or Heidelberg Peace 




Party, formed in 1553. Thia Union waa anti-imperial, and 
included Roman Catholica.73 Bia title aa King of the 
Romana waa a ■art of honorary designation, indicating that 
he waa in charge of the Empire when the Emperor waa out of 
the country or otherwise unable to fulfill official duties, 
but it also conferred on him the rulerahip of Bohemia. 74 
In 1556 Charle■ waa to abdicate in favor of Ferdinand. 
During these intervening year■ the moderate party, includ-
ing the Duke of Wuerttemberg, gathered around Ferdinand 
and pressed the extremists, Emperor Charle■ a■ well a■ Otto 
Henry and the warlike Hargraves of Brandenberg, to the 
aide. 75 Thia situation served further to strengthen the 
future Elector in his zeal for the Goapel. Be realized 
that the new generation of prince■ held their religioua 
convictions aa only one motive for their dealing■, and not 
always the moat important one. Be knew he could not go ft 
entirely alone, ao he waa compelled to unite in ■ome fashion 
with men whose views were quite different from hia own. 
Otto Henry was driven by a missionary spirit, a deaire to 
spread the Gospel a ■ he saw it, a militant anti-Catholicism, 
a desire for power for the sake of religion. Other prince■ 
at this time were more concerned with working out a modua 
73Rott, P• 110; Kur••• P• 17. 
74~urze, P• 19. 
75I'bid. 
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vivendi, an aesurance of their own eafety and protection, 
and the right to maintain their religion, but vere not ae 
strongly interested in promoting a further apread of the 
Reformation, certainly not at the price of war. 76 Thi■ 
difference in view is also related to a difference in per-
ception of the possibilities of a Roman Catholic counter-
effort1 a difference that would be sharpened in the ensu-
ing years. 
When Maurice of Saxony reestablished Otto Henry as 
ruler of Neuberg1 the latter began in earnest to introduce 
and establish the Reformation. His Church Order of 15S4 1 
modeled after that of Wuerttemberg1 was to serve substan-
tially as his model for the Church Order which he would 
issue within the first months of his rule as Elector. 
Wuerttemberg tended at this time to be Lutheran in a 
Melanchthonian spirit 1 and also to be affected by tts near-
ness to Switzerland toward a simplicity of liturgical form 
and church furnishings, of which the Reformed at that time 
made such an issue. 77 The is■uance of euch an Order ■hov■ 
clearly that Otto Henry continued to further the Reforma-
tion with all possible vigor, but he was waiting for the 
Blectorate.78 
77Bard Thomp■on, "The Palatinate Church Order of 1S63," 
Church His•tory, XXIII (19S4) 1 342. 
7 8icur ze I p. 14 • 
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Conditions at the Close of the Rule of Predrick II 
Pollowing the Peace of Paasau in 1552, Predrick 
' 
began to make small efforts in favor of the Reformation in 
the Palatinate. Be was encouraged by Duke Christoph of 
Wuerttemberg, who in turn was encouraged by Otto Henry. 
Near the end of 1553 permisaion was granted to open a 
church in Heidelberg where the German mass could be cele-
brated with the singing of Psalms, and the Lord'• Supper 
was permitted to be distributed in the Evangelical man-
ner.79 Predrick gave protection to various persecuted 
Protestants, including Marian exiles from England.so At 
the Augsburg Diet of 1555, Fredrick repreaented the ac-
tivistic politics of the Protestants, though he was not 
an official adherent of the Augsburg Confession. Be 
demanded the freedom of religious choice, a freedom of 
cultus that is, of practices of worship, for all tha 
estates, and freedom of conacience for all subjects. 
Christoph continued to move him further into the Evangeli-
cal faith. They, together with Philip of Besse, proposed 
a union of all the Evangelical rulers of Germany, but thfs 
did not come to fulftllment. 81 Toward the end of 1555 
79Rott, p. 111. 
80Rott, PP• 119-120. 
81Ibi4., PP• 119-120. 
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Pradrick requested from Christoph copies of the 
Wuerttemberg Church and Visitation Ordara.82 Death, how-
ever, took him before any effective uae could be made of 
these in the Palatinate. 
Beginning in 1S52 outside the Palatinate, the "sacra-
mental war" was being renewed by Calvin of Geneva and 
Westphal of Bamburg. Calvin was publishing hia teachings 
and Westphal was opposing them. Y~ar by year new publica-
tions occurred, heightening the bttterneaa and polarizing 
the Lutheran and Reformed parties. Albert Hardenburg of 
Bremen waa heavily involved, following the Calvinist posi-
tion. He was at last forced to retire. 83 
At the cloae of the rule of Predrick aa Elector of 
the Palatinate in early 15S6, the effect■ of the Smalcaldic 
War and the Interim had really not been overcome. There 
was still much confusion and generally demoralized condi-
tions. The work of Otto Henry had had its effect, for the 
permissiveness of Predrick had made room for Otto Hanry'• 
efforts. Predrick himself was taking positions and poli-
cies favorable to Protaatantiam. It ia alao noteworthy 
that Otto Henry had not taken part in the Diet of Augsburg 
in 1S5S, at which the Religious Peace of Augsburg waa 
82 b I id•, p • 120 • 
833. w. Navin, History and Genius of the Beidalbers 
Cate'chiam (Chambersburg, Pa .1 Publication Office of the 
Garman Reformed Church, 1847), PP• 27-31. 
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formulated, and this left him in a better position to try 
to defy its provisions.84 While he never really endorsed 
the Peace of Pa■ sau, he wa■ more inclined to support it, 
because it had the possibility of revision. Be never 
really accepted the principle of different religioua con-
fessions living peaceably side by side. There was only one 
religion, and he resented the Roman Catholics referring to 
themselves as adherents of the "old religion"; his faith, 
so he claimed, was "still older."85 Thus he was guided by 
the principle that there should be one faith, the true 
faith, and the faith of the Church of Rome was not it. 
Such a man waited, not very patiently, to assume the 
position of Elector when the time of Fredrick was over, 
and to promote the true religion, as he saw it, in the 
Palatinate. 
84Kurze, P• 14. 
851bid., P• 29. 
CHAPTER. IV 
15S6-1S59--MAJOB. CHANGES--OTTO HENRY AS ELECTOR 
The Elector Otto Henry, known as "the Magnanimous," 
must be credited with establishing the Reformation in the 
Palatinate.1 After the Religious Peace of Augsburg wa■ 
accepted in lSSS, Fredrick II was inclined to ree■tabli■h 
the Reformation which had been introduced in hi■ earlier 
years, but by this time he was too old and tired. He died 
2 in Alzey, February 26 1 15S6. Otto Henry was eager to 
become Elector, and while it could be asserted that it was 
a lust for power, it seems that his desire to e■tabliah the 
Reformation was strong and sincere, and he had to be 
Elector in order to accomplish this. Hf■ own health was 
not good, and it was doubtful that he would have long to 
carry out this work. In fact, when Fredrick II was fail-
ing in January, 1556 1 Otto Henry came to Heidelberg, and 
it was only his own infirmities that kept him from embar-
rassing himself in his eagerness to assume the Electorate. 
Therapeutic baths kept him alive and able to carry out his 
1J. w. Nevin, History and Gen~ua of the Heidelberg 
Catechism (Chambersburg, Pa.: Publication Office of the 
~•rman B.eformed Church, 1847), p. 24. 
2Emil Sabling, Dia evan elischen Kirchenordnun en 
des XVI Jahrhundarts Vol. XIVa Kur falz Tuebingens 
J.C. B. Kohr Paul Sieback 1 1969) 1 P• 22. 
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duties. A corpulent person, he was often carried in a 
sedan chair in his later years.3 
Establishment of the Reformation 
When Otto Henry assumed the Electoral office after 
the death of Fredrick II, he was eager and thoroughly 
prepared for his cherished task of promoting the Refor-
mation. Almost immediately, he issued an order under the 
date of April 16 1 15S6 1 discontinuing the Catholic ser-
vice, and reintroducing Evangelical vorship. 4 Be then 
proceeded to issue the lengthy Church Order of 1556 1 the 
exact date of which is not certain. Be very likely had 
it in preparation in anticipation of the Electorate. He 
was well-prepared by his experience in Heuberg 1 for his 
Church Order there had been patterned largely after the 
Church Order of Wuerttemberg 1 yet his Church Order of 1556 
was not merely a copy of earlier orders. Melanchthon's 
Examen Ordinandorum was introduced from the Mecklenburg 
Church Order of 15S4.5 
~he proximity of Wuerttemberg to Switzerland also 
caused some Zwinglian practices of simplicity in worship 
3Barbara Kurae 1 Kurfuerst Ott Heinrich. Politik und 
Religion in der Pfala 15~6-1559 1 in Schriften des Vereins 
fuer Reformattonsgeschichte 1 Br. 174 (Guetersloh: Carl 
Bertelamann Verlag, 1956), P• 14. 
4sehling, XIV, 22. 
5 Ibid., XIV, 26. 
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and church furnishings to enter the Palatinate by way of 
the influence of other Church Orders. In Heuberg Otto 
Henry had had two counselors who were closely associated 
with Henry Bullinger, successor to Zwingli at Zurich.6 
Even the early Palatine htstorians Alting and Struve dis-
agree as to whether this Church Order reflects the Augsburg 
Confession of 1S3O or the Variata of 1S40.l 
The Church Order was intended for the Upper Palatinate 
as well as the Electoral Palatinate, and it was introduced 
more fully there.8 !he Upper Palatinate had a longer and 
stronger history of Evangelical sentiments. 
The Visitation and Organization 
In the Electoral Palatinate especially, merely 
issuing a Church Order did not establish its provisions 
and assure a conaiate~t Evangelical church practice. 
Visitations as part of church life under secular rulers 
were not uncommon in Germany, and Otto Henry planned to 
have such a visitation carried out as soon as possible. 
Every effort would be made to establish the provisions of 
the Church Order and serve to acquaint the Elector and his 
counselors with conditions in the land. Por the leadership 
6I~id., XI~, 24. 
7 Kurze, P• 68. 
8sehling, XIV, 23. 
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in this undertaking he obtained the services of Dr. John 
Marbach of Straasburg.9 
The visitation began in the district of Heidelberg 
on August 9, 1 S56.1O On August 16 Dr. Marbach arrived and 
during the following waeka carried out the visitation 
throughout the other districts of the land. Be conducted 
various examinations, inspected facilities, and investi-
gated the financial situations in the churches. Thia re-
vealed many deficiencies and much need for inatruction and 
pastoral care. The visitors submitted their report to the 
Elector on November 8, 1556. They propoaed the establish-
ment of schools, a reform of the university, and better 
administration of finances for payment of pastors, care of 
the poor, and the furthering of theological atudiea.11 
Marbach had proposed a consistory of four theologians 
to administer church affairs, and he himsel f served as the 
most outstanding member of tt while he was in the Palatinate. 
While he was considered only an average scholar by 
Melanchthon, and the Court Preacher Diller may have exceeded 
him in piety, Marbach waa an outstanding organi••r and ad-
ministrator, and may well be considered the moat aignificant 
of the Palatine theologians of thia early time. The aeforma-
tion under Otto Henry is bis work in terms of organi•ation. 
9Kurze, P• 68. 
lOsehling, XI~, 31. 
llibid., XIV, 31-32. 
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Thia did not deal with the conversion of the people; 
Evangelical thoughts and feelings were already at home in 
the Palatinate; but hia organizing akill eatabli■hed the 
Reformation on a working basia.12 
At the conclusion of the visitation, the position of 
General Superintendent was offered to Dr. Marbach, but he 
declined because of his commitment to Strassburg. 
Apparently Henry Stoll functioned as the only General 
Superintendent until his death on September 28, 1557.13 
Otto Henry tried again to secure Dr. Marbach for this posi-
tion, but he again declined. In Pebruary 1558, John Branz 
had recommended that there be a number of General Superin-
tendents, in keeping with the Instruction of 1556. On 
May 1, 1558, Tilleman Beashusius became General Superin-
tendent, following the recommendation of both Melanchthon 
and Marbach. 14 
Theologians from Other Landa 
At the outset of hia reign, Otto Henry realised that 
if he was to have strong leader■ in the church•• of hi■ 
land, he would have to obtain them from outaide the 
Palatinate, even from outaide Germany. Be had been away 
12Kurse, P• 70. 
llsehling, XIV, 29. 
14Ibid. 
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from Heidelberg because of bad feelings for some time 
before assuming the Electorate, and was not well-acquainted 
with the clergy there. 15 Besides, he was inclined to 
believe that the cler1y there may have been in part re-
sponsible for his uncle's vacillatin1 and uncertain 
religious position, or at least concurred in it, and this 
was not the kind of leadership he wanted. 7here simply 
was a lack of trained theologians favorable to the Reforma-
tion in the Palatinate.16 Be sot promises from Stuttgart 
in Wuerttemberg; but from Strassburg he obtained not only 
the assistance of Marbach, but also the services of 
Matthias Flinner, who served as pastor of the Church of 
the Holy Spirit.17 Be alao brought 7homas Erastus from 
Zurich, and with him came also a view of government in 
which the church was subject to the state. Brastus was 
a lay theologian, and served as Court Physician in 
Heidelberg. Be was a solid Zwin1lian, and he in turn 
worked to bring other Zvin1lians into the Palatinate, ao 
aa to make their views predominate.18 After Besahusius 
became Superintendent, he brought other Gneaio-~utherana 
15xurse, P• 68. 
16sehling, XIV, 34. 
17Kurse, p. 68. 
18James 1. Good, 7he Origin of the Reformed Church in 
Germany (Reading, Pa.: Daniel Hiller, 1887), P• 134. 
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into aa many poaitiona a■ he could. Otto Henry alao 
brought in Pierre Boquin, a Calvinist from France, aa pro-
fessor of theology at Beidelberg,19 and another Calvinist, 
Immanuel Tremelliua, as profeaaor of Bebrew.20 
Otto Henry waa amassing a group of people who couldn't 
possibly work together. Be had thought that he could handle 
any situation, that even Doctors of Theology would yield to 
his authority. 21 Coupled with thia was his feeling that 
the laity should be heavily involved in the administration 
of the affairs of the Church, that the church should not be 
dominated by theologians. Thia did not neceaaarily mean 
that he personally would run the church, but his counselors 
would be involved with ita life and administration. 22 Thia 
is typified by hia bringing Erastus to Heidelberg. 
Emphaaia on Simplicity 
In 15S7 Otto Henry issued special edicts requiring 
the removal of pictures, aide altars, Sacramental Bouaea, 
and other ornamentation from the churches. The second vaa 
really an attempt to enforce the first. The prohibition 
19Ibid. 
20Edward J. Masaelink, The Heidelber1 Story (Grand 
Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1964), P• 46. 
21Kurze, P• 69. 
22Ibid., P• 31. 
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of graven image ■ was included in the tezt of the Decalog 
to give support to this commandment. 23 Thia not only waa 
of questionable consistency with hia profeaaed Lutheran-
ism, but waa alao inconaiatent with hia humanistic love 
of beauty and the arta. 24 It waa apparently motivated by 
single-minded opposition to and hatred of Roman Catholic-
ism. 
His Place in the Politics of the Empire 
The politic■ of the time presented difficult 
challenge■ or seeming opportunities to the new Elector. 
rhe abdication of the Emperor in 1556 confronted the 
German states with a new and unique situation. There was 
no clear provision for proceeding in a case like this. 
There were provisions in the Golden Bull for representa-
tion of the Emperor by the Elector of the Palatinate under 
certain circumstances. 25 Otto Henry brought forth a claim 
to have the right to such representation under thta new 
circumstance, the right of the entire viceregency of the 
Empire. Perhaps this effort alao waa de■ igned to ■pread 
the teaching■ of the Reformation, rather than ■imply 
eztend the power of Otto Henry. A type of Protestant 
23sehling, XIV, 32. 
24Kurze, P• 70. 
25Ibid., pp. 19-20. 
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inner-German empire seemed to hover before him. 26 Thi■ 
plan was only a Utopia, but did reveal how grandio■e the 
thinking of Otto Henry could be. Be and hi■ coun■elors 
nowhere tried to make the viceregency claim effective. 
Entrenching himself, however, behind "hia body' ■ impo■■i­
bility," Otto Henry did manage to delay for two year■ the 
required Diet of the Elector■ to elect Ferdinand officially 
aa the new Emperor. He was the brother of Charle■ v, and 
already had the title, "King of the B.omans. 11 On the other 
hand, the representative■ of Ferdinand were able to delay 
the investiture of Otto Henry until after the election of 
the Emperor. 27 
During the reign of Otto Henry, a major Diet wa■ held 
in 1556-1557 at B.egen■burg. At this Diet Otto Henry and 
his counselors persisted in demanding a choice of religion 
for all nobles and subjects. Otto Henry demanded the right 
of Catholics to turn to Protestantism, but not for Protes-
tants to become Catholic ■• Be saw thi■ demand for freedom 
as a duty of conscience, on which the ■alvation of hi■ ■oul 
depended. 28 All thi■ involved a modification of the Reli-
gious Peace of Augsburg of 15S5. The other German Prote■-
tants, especially the Sazon■, the leaders of the Protestant■ 
26Ibid., P• 20. 
27 Ibid• 
28Ibicl., p. 23. 
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and principal author• of the Religious Peace, did not 
desire any such modification. 29 The Palatine representa-
tives did not know that in May, 15S6, at Leitmerita, the 
skill and diplomacy of Ferdinand had won the Sazon 
Elector for the Habsburg cause. 3° Finally Otto Henry 
was rebuked as an obstinate brawler. Be tried to fore-
stall diacusaion of aid to the Emperor for the war with 
the Turke until the matter of religious liberty had been 
acted on, but this strategy met with no aucceaa. He 
expected support from Duke Christoph of Wuerttemberg in 
this matter, but this also failed to materialise. 
Christoph seamed to feel that by assisting Ferdinand in 
this war, Ferdinand would become more inclined to grant 
Protestant wishes. Thia, however, proved to be a delu-
sion.31 
Counaelora from Sazony 
When Otto Henry came into power, he tended to hold 
the counselors of his uncle Fredrick responsibl e for all 
the unfortunate circumstance■ which prevailed in the 
Palatinate. So he chose his counselor■ from other Lutheran 
areas, the tvo moat influential one■ being from Brne■tine 
29Ibid., P• 24. 
30Ibid., P• 2S. 
31Ibid., P• 27. 
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Saxony. As his Chancellor he chose the humanist Erasmus 
von Kinkwitz, the experienced counselor of the older John 
Fredrick, the former Elector. Be had accompanied his 
master into captivity, but could not get along with the 
younger John Fredrick. Kinkwitz seems to have been a 
capable person and good diplomat. Be wa■ also capable 
in the area of financial administration, which was a great 
help to the Elector.32 
Otto Henry's other choice from Ernestine Saxony, 
Eberhard von der Thann, was a belligerent person who 
quarrelled with everyone. As spokesman at the Diet of 
Regensburg, he was sharply outspoken, and tt is a question 
whether he was merely following the Elector' ■ orders or 
going beyond them. It did not help the prestige and in-
fluence of the Palatinate to have auch an individual aa 
its representative. Be had only his strong Lutheraniam in 
common with Kinkvitz.33 
Dr. Probus had been Chancellor under Fredrick II, and 
would hold that office again under Fredrick III. Otto Hanry 
sent him and Hartmann, another of hi■ predecessor's coun-
selors, to the court at Speyer. Dr. Probus especially con-
sidered himself put out in the cold. 34 
32Ibid., PP• 33-34. 
33Ibid., P• 34. 
34Ibid., P• 36. 
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Religious Colloquy& 
During the brief years of Otto Henry'• reign, the 
Protestants in Germany made some serious effort■ to achieve 
some sort of unity, though thi■ proved essentially futile. 
On August 24, 1557, a meeting or colloquy of theologian■ 
was convened at Worms. It was ordered by the Imperial 
Diet, and was to be an attempt, the last, a■ it developed, 
to reconcile the Roman Catholic■ and the Protestants.35 A 
meeting of Evangelical princes and several theologians was 
held in the preceding June. Otto Henry wanted the Protes-
tants to form a solid block that would be able to win the 
Catholics over.36 Without this the meeting at Worms could 
actually be dangerous. Otto Henry did not expect much of 
the meeting at Worms, and nothing good came of it. Be 
declined possible nomination aa one of the chairmen of the 
meeting. The disunity of the Protestants became painfully 
evident. The Flacianiat■ were branded as trouble-makers, 
and Melanchthon feared there would never be a reconcilia-
tion of the Proteatanta.37 Aa the Roman Catholics aav the 
disunity of the Protestants, they began to renew their 
35Robert Stupperich, Melanchthon, translated by 
Robert B. Fischer (Philadelphial The Westminster Prea■ , 
1965), P• 141. 
36 Kurze, p. 32. 
37stupperich, P• 142. 
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strength, and plan effort■ for compelling the Prote■ tan.t■ 
to return to B.ome. 38 
One of the provision.a of the Peace of Aug■burg of 1S5S 
waa that both Lutheran. and Catholic ruler■ would ■eek to 
suppress Zwin.glian.a and other sectarian.a, particularly 
Anabaptists and Schwen.kfelder■• Otto Henry ia■ued edict■ 
again.at them, but actually proceeded mildly. Be really 
felt that he could win them for his Lutheran. State Church. 39 
He arranged a conference a■ an offshoot of the Colloquy at 
Worms in 15S7, to bring together his theologian.a and 
leaders of the Anabaptist■• Thia waa held at Pfedderaheim, 
and Dr. Marbach and Michael Diller were present, a■ waa 
also Dr. Andreae of Wuerttemberg. The presentation of 
Dr. Marbach waa rather direct and not conducive to dis-
cussion, and the Anabaptists were not inclined ta submit 
to the Elector's Church Order, so the conference brought no 
resolution of these differences, either.4O 
Early in 1S58 an.other meeting of Evangelical■ waa held 
at Frankfort, which reaulted in the production of a confe■-
aion of faith known aa the Frankfort ae·ceaa, written by 
Melancbtbon. It wa■ signed by Otto Henry and the other two 
aecular Elector■, Duke Fredrick, the duke■ of Wuerttemberg 
38Kurae, PP• 21, 61. 
39 tbid., P• 71. 
4O tbid., P• 72. 
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and Zweibruecken, the landgrave of Bea■e, and other 
princes.41 The aim, of course, was to establish ■ome 
degree of unity among Protestants in the Empire. It 
was a la■t victory for Melanchthoniani■m within German 
Lutheranism of the ■ixteenth century. The conference of 
princes at Naumburg in 1S61 ha■ been regarded a■ a la■ t 
victory of Melanchthonianism, 42 but was actually a turning 
point. Melanchthon died in 1560 1 and as he had no real 
successor, his influence began to wane. 
Religious Tendencies and Ten■iona 
With regard to the secta mentioned above, Otto Henry 
did not take aggreasive action against them. Be did not 
view them aa a threat to the state. So long aa they 
remained relatively quiet and did not cause disturbances, 
he was content to leave them alone, deapite the Bdict he 
established opposing them. Perhaps the Bdict waa largely 
for appearance' sake, becau■e of the proviaions of the 
Peace of Augsburg. Be ■eem■ to have baaed hi■ actual 
policy on the principle of Luther that the Word it■elf 
makes a path, if the ruling power■, wanting to do God'• 
41 August Kluckhohn1 Briefe Priedrich des Prommen 
Kurfuer■ten von 4er Pfalz (Braunachweig1 c. A. Schwetachke 
und Sohn, 1868) 1 I, xlviii. 
42 Good, P• 137. 
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will and answerable to Him, will just keep the door and 
the gate open.43 
Otto Henry saw that ha would die childless, and was 
the last of the Wittelabach line in the Palatinate. In 
his later years he seemed to feel that his line waa un-
lucky because of the part an earlier ancestor played in 
the martyrdom of John Hua. 44 Be saw, then, that he would 
be succeeded by a member of the Simmern line. John II, 
Duke of Simmern, was still alive, but of an advanced age. 
His son, Fredrick, would be his heir, and the heir of the 
Electorate. At the time Otto Henry became Elector, John II 
was still a staunch Roman Catholic, who had caused hardship 
for Fredrick because of his son's conversion to the Evan-
gelical faith. Otto Henr~ appointed Fredrick as hi■ 
governor in the Upper Palatinate,4S where Lutheranism 
had been established by Wolfgang, Duke of Zweibruacken, 
when he had ruled the Upper Palatinate.46 Thi■ suited 
Fredrick well at this time. The following year, 1557,• 
John II died, and Fredrick became also the Duka of Simmern. 
Here also he introduced the Reformation with considerable 
zeai.47 He broke up the remaining monasteries, and was 
43Kurze, p. 72. 
44Good, P• 135. 
45Kluckhohn 1 I 1 zliv; Good, P• 136. 
46x1uckhohn, 1 1 lvii. 
47Ibid. 1 I, zlvi-zlvit. 
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determined to cleanse and enrich the worship of hi■ 
subjects. Only in suppressing the monasteries did he go 
beyond the practice of Otto Henry. Otto Henry had allowed 
moat of the monasteries to remain, only insisting that they 
preach Evangelic~l doctrine.48 
To the dismay of the Blector, definite faction■ of 
Gneaio-Lutherana, Melanchthoniana, Calvinist■, and 
Zwingliana were developing in the Palatinate during this 
period. Probably the Calvinists vere the latest to flower, 
but represented by Professor Pierre Boquin, they ware 
eventually to become moat influential. The Superintendent 
Heaahuaiua, besides having a position on the faculty of 
the University, was also head pastor of the Church of the 
Holy Spirit. Here Otto Henry appointed as his deacon 
William Klebitz, who was definitely of Reformed convictions. 
Be also used little tact in expressing himself and opposing 
others, particularly Besshusiua. He■shuaiu■ and Klebitz 
attacked each other openly. Otto Henry ■ought to achieve 
some sort of peace between them, but Haaahusiua would not 
be silent, even though the Blactor lay aerioualy ill, and 
Klebitz would not be ailent when his opponent va■ attacking 
him.49 
48Kurze, PP• 70-71. 
49Good, PP• 137, 141; Bevin, P• 3S. 
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As Besshu■ius continued unyielding in ht■ ways, all 
the other faction■ came to unite in opposition to him. Be 
threw out the Catechism of John Brans, and used Luther' ■ 
Catechism. Be insisted on using only Luther' ■ hymnal in 
place of Melanchthon'a Bonn Hymnal, which had been intro-
duced only recently in the Palatinate. Be directed his 
assistants to hold napkins under the chalice, lest a drop 
of the wine fall to the floor, reminding the people of the 
detested Roman doctrine of transubstantiation and its im-
plications.50 Beaahuaius was described by Calvin as a man 
who expected his opponent ■ to yield simply because he 
breathed on them. When Melanchthon had recommended him, 
he knew of his scholarship, but was not aware of his 
personality and his extreme Gneaio-Lutheran poaition. 51 
One of the events in Heidelberg which served to 
aggravate the religious situation, or at least to worsen 
it where Besshusius was concerned, centered around a plan 
of the Elector to leave a memorial to himself in the Church 
of the Holy Spirtt. The fact that he would die childless 
seemed to cause him to feel that he should leave something 
behind as a memorial. Good describes and interprets the 
situation thus: 
SOGood, PP• 140-141. 
51Bard Thompson, B■says on the Beidelbers Catechism 
(Philadelpbiaa United Church Press, 1963), PP• 16-17. 
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Otto Henry, in 15S8, just before his death, wanted 
to erect a monument to the memory of his wife and 
of himself in the church of the Holy Ghost at 
Heidelberg. Thia monument he wanted to have made, 
like his building in the castle, after the style 
of the Renaissance, which was a revival of Greek 
and Roman art. But the artist's deaign for this 
monument mingled pagan with Grecian ideas, very 
much as they are mingled in the Otto Henry's build-
ing at the castle, where Samson is offset by Hercules, 
etc. And the nudeness of the figures, as well as the 
paganism, suggested by this monument, gave offense. 
In the artist's designs, seven virgins, nude to the 
hips, with flaming torches, stood in the plinth 
beneath the statue of the Elector. Opposite them 
was a procession of angels, who were represented by 
unclothed youths. The idea was a beautiful one. 
The maidens, with torches, represented affliction; 
and the angels, with palm branches, represented vic-
tory over affliction and comfort from above. But 
Klebitz, one of the preachers of the Holy Ghost 
Church, who was a believer in Zwinglian simplicity; 
and like the Swiss, opposed the statues and pictures 
in churches, opposed the introduction of such a monu-
ment into the church, especially as there were nude 
figures on it. Hesshusa, with his Lutheran disregard 
for images and pictures (which were allowed in Lutheran 
churches), sided with the Elector. Besahuss hoped, by 
aiding the Elector, to gain more influence over him. 
But, to his surprise, the cautious Otto Henry, rather 
than give offense, did not carry out his plan. In-
stead of an elaborate monument, be ordered only a 
simple bust to be placed in the church.52 
Fredrick II had attempted to follow a policy of 
neutrality between Roman Catholicism and Protestantism 
that could not succeed. Otto Henry b~tterly opposed any 
neutrality toward the Roman Church, but thought another 
type of neutrality was possible, a neutrality between or 
among the Protestant groups, which he thought could 
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constitute a unity. A desire for Protestant unity was 
natural for him in order to oppose the Roman and imperial 
forces effectively, whether tbia oppoaition would be in 
theological discussions, political diplomacy, or on the 
battlefield. In some respects Otto Henry was a Lutheran. 
He officially considered himself a Lutheran. Being in 
the Empire and a child of the Empire, this would be the 
natural thing and would not be questioned. The Church 
Orders he issued largely reflected what was considered 
Lutheran doctrine and practice. The Lutheran numbering 
of the Ten Commandments was preaerved.53 Bia Instruction• 
to the Superintendents in 1S58 referred to the Augsburg 
Confession of 1530 as a standard of doctrine. 54 Bia 
Saxon counselors also helped to preserve an official 
Lutheran status. Additionally, be thought in tarma of 
the extension of the "pure teaching" throughout the Empire. 
He was not particularly concerned with Protestantism or 
problems of Protestants in areas outside the Empire. These 
Protestants were not usually Lutheran. The toleration of 
anti-Trinitarians in some areas of Eastern Europe 
especially deterred his interest in helping the Protestants 
there even spiritually.55 The idea of an alliance with 
S3sehling, XIV, 24. 
54Ibid., XIV, 33. 
55xurze, p. 52. 
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Protestants outside the Empire did not find a place in his 
program or strategy. Had he lived longer, this might have 
developed, but this cannot properly be ascribed to Otto 
Henry. lfilen Dr. Mundt, a delegate from Queen Elisabeth 
of England, visited him shortly after she besan her reign 
and shortly before Otto Henry's death, he regarded it as 
an honor, but gave no support to any thought of a Protestant 
alliance.56 
On the other hand there were some features about Otto 
Henry and the situation that developed during his reign 
that were more consistent with the Swiss Reformation. The 
elimination of images and other decorations, which took 
place in some instances with some violence, was one feature 
that certainly was not consistent with Lutheranism. Further, 
his idea that there could be unity even without agreement in 
doctrine, and that this Protestant unity should have strong 
political implications, was not according to Luther and the 
developing Lutheranism. Where Lutheranism was milder, as 
with Melanchthon, this mildnesa looked for a reunion with 
Rome, not a militant Protestant union to oppose and over-
whelm the Roman powers. Otto Henry's militant anti-Roman 
Catholic position and strategies may be attributed in part 
to the harsh treatment he received from Charles V, and was 
56 Ibid., P• 51. 
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fed by Swiss influences by way of Wuerttemberg and Thomas 
Erastus, as well as other contacts, such aa with John a 
Lasco. 57 
It has been gently suggested that Otto Henry left a 
situation of incompleteness in the Palatinate when he died 
on February 12, 15S9.58 This may be true, and a useful 
description, but it can also be said that he left a situa-
tion of great confusion among Protestants. Hot only was 
there confusion, but conflict was raging. His deep anti-
. 
Roman Catholic feeling, his naivete about the ability of 
different Protestants to work together, and his ezagger-
ated ideas of his own power to control the situation, all 
contributed to this situation. 
57 Good, PP• 128, 133. 
58sehling, XIV, 34. 
CHAPTER V 
1559-1563--ELECTOR FREDRICE III AND TBE HEIDELBERG CATECHISM 
When Fredrick, Duke of Simmern, became Elector Fredrick 
III of the Palatinate, upon the death of Otto Henry, he in-
herited a very confused situation. While thts unsettled 
condition may appear to have been in the area of religion, 
it must be remembered that in those days in Europe religious 
situations had a significant effect on political situations. 
There was more than confusion; there was aggressiveness and 
conflict. The policies of Otto Henry had left a situation 
for his successor that would challenge his administration 
and diplomatic skill, and likewise lead him into intense 
considerations of religious doctrines and practices. The 
religious situation encountered a man of deep religious 
feeling. 
Background of the Life of Fredrick Ill 
Fredrick, known as "The Pious," was born February 14, 
1515, in the small city of Simmern on the Hundsruck. His 
father, Duke John II, had only a small princedom to rule, 
but he also occupied the office of an i■peria~ judge for 
many years. Be was known aa a knowledgeable prince who 
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took part in literary efforts of the tiae. The atudy of 
history was one of his favorite pursuits.l 
Fredrick enjoyed a careful upbringing, and easily 
learned the knowledge and graces suitable for the ■on of 
a prince. He was especially gifted and studious in lin-
guistics, mastering French and Latin, and developing a 
high degree of finesse and correctness of expression in 
the German language. For several years he was sent to 
foreign courts, to the Lothringian Court at Nancy, to 
Luttich, and to the Court of Charles v. In 1533 at the 
age of 18 years, he distinguiahed himself in the war against 
the Turks, and obtained the knighthood. 2 
In 1537 at the age of 22 1 Fredrick was married to 
Marie, the daughter of Hargrave Casimir of Bradenburg-
Kulmbach and the Bavarian princess Suaanna, who had made 
a second marriage with Otto Henry. Marie was scarcely 
18 years old at the tiae. Her father had died in 1527, 
and she had been brought up by her uncle, Hargrave George. 
She was trained in Lutheran teaching■, and had accepted 
them. The couple lived sometimes at the Castle Birkenfield 
and sometimes in Simmern. 3 
lAugust Kluckhohn, Briefe Friedrich dea Fromm•n 
Kurfuersten von der Pfalz (Braunschweigl c. A. Schwetachke 
und Sohn, 1868) 1 1 1 xxxvii-xxxviii. 
2 rbid., 1 1 xxxvfii. 
31bid., 1 1 xxxvtii-xxxix. 
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Fredrick had been brought up in the old church lik• 
his father. He had come to know the corruption of life in 
the spiritual courts, and his observation had ■hown him a 
need for a religious and moral renewal. 4 
0
His wife Marie 
first acquainted him with Protestant teachings. The early 
years of their marriage were difficult because of limited 
income and the rapid increase of their family. Their diffi-
cult circumstances taught Fredrick to pray, and also caused 
his naturally strict temperament to develop an aversion to 
the disorderly ways of those who held posttions in the . old 
church. As he searched the Bible diligently, be learned to 
measure the situation of the Catholic Church by Scriptural 
principles, and was constrained to break from that church 
as a moral neceaaity. 5 It seems that already in the early 
years of his marriage he was developing a simple, stark 
Bibliciam. 
It was not until 1546 1 after nine years of marriage, 
that Fredrick openly confessed himself a follower of 
Luther's teachinga. 6 Thia had immediate political im-
plications for him in relation to his wife's brother, 
Hargrave Albrecht Alcibiades, for he was relieved of his 
duties as Alcibiadea• representative in the Frankish landa. 




Alcibiades was not a religious Catholic, but be waa a 
political radical, and Fredrick'• position did not fit in 
with his ideas.7 Alcibiades, after a tempestuous life of 
war and exile, met his end in 15S7. His treatment by 
Emperor Charles V was not considered fair by Fredrick, 
though he knew his brother-in-law was not guiltless. 
Further, in the affairs involved with Alcibiades, he aaw 
a victory of the clerics over the princes, and with it a 
triumph of Catholicism and a danger for other Protestant 
princes. 8 
Fredrick's conversion to the Evangelical faith was to 
make life difficult for him in the ensuing years, because 
of the clear disfavor of his father. After the Augsburg 
Interim, Fredrick made his home in Simmern, but his father 
withdrew all support from him. Because of bis loyalty to 
his religious convictions, he refused to do what other 
small princes had done in accepting from the Emperor or 
other Catholic nobles a pension for an appointment to 
service. 9 Thus Fredrick and his family fell into the moat 
difficult circumstances. Thia is evidenced not only by 
Fredrick's own expressions, but also by letters of Marie, 
begging for financial help from relatives, and lamenting 
71bid., I, xl. 
81bid., I, xliii. 
glbid., I, xl. 
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the fact that no one would lend to them any more, aa she 
described the difficult situation.1O !he need to live 
frugally prepared Fredrick for the discipline of the 
Reformed faith, and also made it possible, when he be-
came Elector, to devote some of his income for educational 
purposes. 
Besides all these difficulties, Fredrick and Marie 
had the painful experience of losing four children by 
death by the year 15S6. Also, it appears that th~ second 
marriage of his father did not work to Fredrick's happi-
ness.11 
On May 18, 15S7, John II of Simmern died. Fredrick 
claimed that before his father's death, he had been able 
to lead him to the Evangelical faith. John's last will 
and testament remained unchanged, and gave testimony to 
Catholic doctrines. Other witnesses, however, testify 
that such a late conversion of Duke John did occur.12 
Even after becoming governor of the Upper Palatinate 
and Duke of Simmern, Fredrick's financial situation did 
not improve greatly. !here was some apprehension on the 
part of Otto Henry that Albrecht, Duke of Bavaria, might 
somehow bargain Fredrick out of his right to the Electoral 
lOibid., I, xli. 
llibid., I, xlfi. 
12Ibid., I, xlvi. 
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aucceasion, and Albracht had made careless remarks to thia 
effect. While Fredrick obtained aome financial help from 
Albrecht, he waa ahrewd enough to protect his political 
claims as heir to Otto Benry.13 During these years Fredrick 
began to take part in church affair ■ in an active manner 
from a position of strength.14 
At the death of Otto Henry, then, we find Fredrick 
ready to asaume the Electorate not only with a great deal 
of refined training, but alao with much hard experience in 
the school of life, in part because of his religious con-
victions. Bia suffering seemed to strengthen his apiritual 
life without making him either bttter or arrogant. 
Confessionally, Fredrick at this point probably did 
not give much thought as to whether he would be a Calvin-
ist or a Lutheran.15 Already at the time of his inaugura-
tion, his wife Marie expressed concern that in Heidelberg 
he might fall into the hands of the Zwinglians or Calvin-
ists, and let himself be turned away from the true faith, 
that is, from Lutheranism. Sha held opposition to Lutheran 
teachings to be a fall from faith, and saw it as her duty 
of conscience to uphold Lutheran doctrines steadfastly 
against the attacks of deceptive reason. Zwinglianism 
13Ibid., I, xliv-xlv. 
14Ibid., I, xlvii. 
lSibid. 
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appeared to her as subtle poison. She disputed with her 
husband in favor of the Lutheran system, she begged and 
warned, until she herself feared that she would do too 
much.16 
Turmoil During Fredrick's Early Months as Elector 
A man of strength was needed to handle the situation 
Fredrick inherited upon hia accession aa Elector. The con-
flict between Beaahuaius and Xlebitz waa raging. Around the 
very time of the change of Elector events were developing 
which intensified the conflict. 
During the time of Otto Henry,, one event occurred 
which left its effects for hia aucceaaor. It centered around 
a young schoolmaster from Edenkoben, named Bernard Hexamer. 
Having studied the mystics, he laid great atresa on the 
inner life and experience of the believer. Heaahuaiua ac-
cused him of being a Schwenkfelder, and at the examination 
which resulted, Heashusiua aerioualy distorted Zwinglianiam, 
so that Xlebitz protested against hia word ■, reproaching 
him in writing with having misrepresented these doctrine■• 
Hexamer was deposed and left the country. Thia event 
widened the breach between the Lutheran■ and the Zwinglians, 
and intensified the strife between Beaahusius and ~lebitz.17 
161bid., 1 1 xlix-1. 
l7Good, pp. 139-140; Joseph F. Berg, The History and 
Literature of the He'id'elberg Catechism, and. Its Introduction 
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Distorting or exaggerating the position or claims on one' ■ 
opponent never makes for peace. The tension continued and 
mounted, even though Hexamer was gone. 
Then another event occurred which brought the contro-
versy into the University as well as in the Church and 
Court. A young theologian from the Netherlands, Stephen 
Sylvius, had a call to a church in Groeningen. Before 
going to this new field, he wanted to take his doctor's 
degree at Heidelberg. The very month that Otto Henry 
died, Hesshuaius, as president of the faculty, gave this 
young Netherlander these■ which were on the rejection of 
Zwinglianism. Sylvius upheld the Reformed view of the 
sacraments, and Hesshusius raged against him. In March 
1559, the University rejected Heashusius' objection, and 
gave Sylvius the degree he sought. The University also 
ordered Hesshusius to be put out of the faculty ■enate. 18 
In anger Hesshusius then left Heidelberg and made a 
trip to Wesel, his birthplace. Here he intended to help 
the Lutherans against the Reformed refuseea who had arrived 
at Wesel. Klebitz took advantage of hi■ opponent's 
absence to get hia master's degree and commit the uni-
veraity to Calvinism at the same time. The controversy 
Into the ·xe·therlanda, translated from the German of Von 
Alpen (Philadelphiaa Williams. and Alfred Martin, 1863), 
pp. 16-17 •. 
18oood, pp. 142-143. 
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between Besshusius and Klebitz had centered ~argely around 
the Eucharist, or the Lord's Supper, and the presence of 
the body and blood of Christ in the Sacrament. Besshusius 
insisted on the "in, with, and under" formula. Some of 
his ardent disciples even added "round and round. 1119 
Klebitz proposed seven theses for disputation, which held 
the doctrines of Calvinism on the Eucharist, and stressed 
the necessity of faith. The University pronounced favor-
ably on bis theses, and granted him his degree on April 1S; 
this action committed the University to Calvinism. 20 
When Hesshusius returned and realized the situation 
that had developed, he stormed against Klebitz as an Arian 
and a devil. Fredrick had to go to Augsburg for his in-
auguration, and left his brother-in-law, Count George von 
Erbach, in charge while he was gone. Be begged Besshusius 
and Klebitz to become peaceful, for the sake of God's 
cause. Besshusius called the Count a Calvinist because 
he wanted to stop the cause of truth, and threatened to 
excommunicate him. Erbach sent to Augsburg to learn the 
Elector's will in this matter. In the meantime Heidelberg 
experienced a terrible pulpit war between Besshusius and 
Klebitz. The Superintendent declared his Deacon 
19Bard Thompson, "The Palatinate Church Order of 1S63," 
Church History, XXIII (19S4), 343. 
20Good, P• 143; Berg, P• 17. 
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excommunicated, and there may have been quarrelling in the 
chancel in the presence of the congregation.21 
Fredrick had to deal with this situation upon his 
return from Augsburg. He lifted the excommunication from 
Klebitz, forbade further polemics, and insisted that the 
Augsburg Confession, the Variata, no doubt, be the standard 
of preaching and teaching. Michael Diller, the court 
preacher, announced this, but it did no good. On 
September 16, ·1559, Fredrick was constrained to dismiss 
both Hesshusius and Klebitz from their positions, but gave 
Klebitz a favorable recommendation. 22 Resshusiua is re-
ported to have been deposed seven times in his life, and 
died in exile.23 
Upon the departure of the chief figures in the quar-
relling, Fredrick sent his secretary, Cirler, to Melanchthon 
to obtain his advice. The latter supported the measure■ the 
Elector had taken and recommended that for the sake of peace 
other leaders in the strife be aent away. Re gave hia 
Opinion (Gutachtung) on October 18,24 and suggested as a 
formula in the use of the Sacrament the words of Scripture 
as given in 1 Cor. 10:16, "the cup of blessing which we 
21Good, PP• 143-14S. 
22Good, P• 14S; Sabling, XIV, 38. 
23Good, P• 14S. 
-24seh11ng, XIV, 38. 
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bless, is it not the communion of the blood of Christ; 
the bread which we break, is it not the communion of the 
body of Christ?" While this did not satisfy the high 
Lutherans, it satisfied Fredrick and the majority of the 
residents of the Palatinate.25 Helanchthou recommended 
that preaching and teaching be directed to encourage the 
frequent use of the Sacrament. In the following year, 
contrary to the wishes of the University, Fredrick 
ordered the publication of Helauchthon's Opinion.26 
Fredrick decreed on August 12, 1560, that the clergy must 
conform to it or vacate their pulpits. 27 Melanchthon's 
Opinion and the formula he suggested were well-suited to 
be used by the Reformed to justify their teaching■ con-
cerning the Lord's Supper. The Opinion and formula 
placed the emphasis on the "communion" or "fellowship" 
of the body and blood of Christ. 28 
Meanwhile members of the Elector's family were 
determined to do everything possible to preserve him and 
the Palatinate for Lutheranism. Marie asked her strong 
Lutheran son-in-law, Duke John Fredrick of Ernestine 
25Good, PP• 14S-146. 
26sehling, XIV, 38. 
27Thompson, XXIII, 344 
28nard Thompson, Essays on the Beidelbers Catechism 
(Philadelphia: United Church Preas, 1963), PP• 19-20. 
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Saxony, to order prayers to be spoken in the churches of 
his land on behalf of the faith of the Palatine Elector. 
Fredrick learned of these prayers, but did not know that 
his wife was responsible for them. 29 John Fredrick was 
completely willing to do this, and also to attempt to 
combat the growing Calvinism in the Palatinate through 
correspondence with the Elector. It seems that his zeal 
in carrying out this task only served to incite the Elector 
to study and work himsalf more deeply into the Reformed 
doctrinal system. Bia correspondence with his zealous son-
in-law in Saxony may be regarded as the school to which 
Fredrick in a large measure owed his theological develop-
ment.30 
John Fredrick did more. In June, 1560, another 
daughter of Fredrick and Marie, Dorothy Susanna, was 
married in Heidelberg to a younger brother of John 
Fredrick, namely, Duke John Will iam of Sazony. John 
Fredrick used this as an occasion to try to rescue his 
father-in-law from Calvinism. He brought with him two 
court preachers, Moerlin and Stossel, and in connection 
with the wedding a religious conference was held which 
lasted five days. Bouquin and Erastus were the defenders 
29Kluckhohn, I, 1. 
30tbid., I, liii. 
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of the Reformed poaitiou, against Johu Fredrick's theolo-
gians. The eutire debate seems to have been concerned 
with the mauner or mode of Christ's preaeuce in the 
Sacrament.31 Both aides claimed the victorY,, but the 
Elector was more impressed with the presentation of 
Bouquin. Thus the strategy and forcefulness of John 
Fredrick apparently had the opposite effect from that 
which he desired. 32 Following this occasion, Fredrick 
brought more Calvinists into the Palatinate.33 Thia con-
ference took place just two months after the death of 
Melanchthon on April 19, 1560. 
Otto Henry had brought to Heidelberg such men of 
Reformed conviction as Bouquin, Diller, Erastus, Probus, 
Ehem, and Cirler. 34 It 'lll&y be questioned whether Diller 
and Probus were Reformed or Melanchthonian. 35 Others such 
as Zuleger and Dathenus came during the early months of 
Fredrick's reign. Fredrick purposely avoided reading the 
works of Zwingli and Calvin, but carried on a close rela-
tionship with Theodore Beza, who had came to Heidelberg 
344. 
31Nevin, p. 37. 
32Gaod, PP• 146-147. 
33Thompson, "Church Order," Church History, XXIII, 
34George w. Richards, The Heidelberg Catechism Histor-
ical and Doctrinal Studies (Philadelphia: Publication and 
Sunday School Board of the Reformed Church in the United 
States, 1913), PP• 42-43. 
35Good, PP• 136-137. 
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already in 1559.36 Beza was closely associated with John 
Calvin, and became his successor in Geneva after his death 
in 1564. Fredrick did a great deal of private Bible study, 
and continued to stress the thought that the words of 
Scripture had to be the source of teaching in the Church. 
This he contrasted with the heavy reliance, as he saw it, 
of his wife and son-in-law on the words of Luther.37 
This approach to the Scripture gradually brousht his 
wife to join him in his religious feelings. He used the 
appeal that Christ was the final authority, and Christ was 
certainly above Luther. Even this might not have been 
sufficient to bring Marie into sympathy with the Reformed 
faith, had it not been for her love for her husband. She 
yielded her exclusive Lutheranism, because the consequences 
of it would cast great doubt on her husband's eternal wel-
fare.38 Thus Fredrick was granted religious peace in his 
home, though his oldest son, Louis, and the two daughters 
who had married the Dukes of Saxony, now resarded both 
parents as misled sectarians, who had left the true faith. 39 
36Richards, PP• 42-43. 
37Ibid., PP• 41, 47; Kluckhohn, I, 1. 
38Kluckhohn, I, l. 
39Ibid., I, liv. 
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Reactions in Neighboring States 
Fredrick had two neighboring dukes who had been good 
friends of his who were not pleased by the Calvinizing ten-
dencies they saw in the Palatinate. One of theae waa 
Wolfgang of Zweibruecken, a distant relative of Fredrick. 
Under Fredrick II he had served as governor of the Upper 
Palatinate for six years and establiahed the Reformation 
there. He was a good friend of Otto Henry, who as Elector 
awarded him the duchy of Neuberg and Sulzbach as a hered-
itary right, in recognition of Wolfgang's outstanding 
service. It was in Zweibruecken that Hesshusiu■ first 
found refuge when he was deposed from Beidelberg.40 As 
Fredrick III increasingly followed a Reformed direction, 
Wolfgang lent his ear■ to the Lutheran zealot ■ whom Fredrick 
dismissed from Heidelberg. With the spirit of a guardian, 
he pressed for the elimination of Calvinism in Heidelberg. 
He sought to stir up other princes against Fredrick, and 
to strengthen the estates of the Upper Palatinate in their 
resistance to Calvinism. It should be noted that at the 
death of Otto Henry, there had been a dispute between 
Fredrick and Wolfgang about the legacy which had already 
40 Thompson, "Church Order," Church History, XXIII, 
345. 
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caused an eatransement of the two.41 The other Duke was 
Christoph of Wuerttembers, whose wife was a cousin of 
Fredrick's wife. Their relationship had been very warm 
before 1559. Christoph had been mild in his Lutheranism 
as had been his chief theolosian, John Brena. However, 
he had entrusted his relisious position completely into 
the hands of Brena, and as Brena changed, Christoph's posi-
tion changed. Brans changed conaiderably a■ the religious 
situation chansed.42 
Brena was one of the older sroup of reformer■ who 
had siven strong support to Luther in his struggles and 
controversies. Be had been very disturbed by the actions 
of Melanchthon under the Interim. Nevertheless he was a 
peace-loving man who could forbear to a considerable degree 
for the sake of harmony. Be always held to Luther'• doc-
trine of the Real Presence, but immediately after the 
Wittenberg Concord of 1536 he had refrained from polemics 
and had even been kindly disposed toward the Reformed. Be 
was considered by many to be Melanchthonian. However, the 
developments in the Palatinate, where he had had a great 
influence, changed his feelings and prompted him to new 
action. It seems that Calvinism or the Reformed faith 
outside the Empire was something he coul d tolerate, but 
41Kluckhohn, I, lvit-lviii. 
42tbid., I, lx. 
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Calvinism or Crypto-Calviniam so near him in the Empire 
was quite another matter. 43 Some discussions with John 
a Lasco in 1556 had alerted hi• to the possible inroads 
of Calvinism.44 
As Brenz saw the changes which were taking place in 
the Palatinate in 1559, his emotions were aroused, and he 
felt himself called upon to oppose them with a strong 
counter movement. Wuerttemberg must carry out Lutheran-
ism in its fullness. A new formula of faith must be 
established which would leave no room for equivocation. 
In December, 1559, the superintendents and theologians of 
Wuerttemberg were called to a synod in Stuttgart, to agree 
upon a symbol which would assert and safeguard th• ortho-
doxy of the land. On December 19 the Stuttgart Confession 
was adopted, which is regarded by some as a forerunner of 
the Formula of Concord. 45 It was with this action that 
the doctrine of the "ubiquity" of the body of Christ be-
came a burning issue in theological discussions, debates, 
and polemics. The Reformed refer to the "monstrous doc-
trine of ubiquity," taught by Branz, appealing to Luther. 
Their objection to the Lutheran doctrine of the Real 
Presence centers in their doctrine of the local inclusion 
43Nevin, PP• 40-41. 
44Thompson, "Church Order," Church History~ XXIII, 
344. 
45Nevin, PP• 41-42. 
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of the body of Christ in heaven, with a denial of the 
communication of attributes of the two natures in Chriat. 46 
Though the expression "ubiquity" is admittedly not uaed in 
any Lutheran church symboi,47 the aeformed charged the 
Lutherans with it on the basis that the Lutheran theory 
of the Real Presence requires it.48 One is reminded of 
the ancient doctrine of the Docetists, who maintained that 
Christ only "appeared" to be man, that the divine could 
not be tainted with the human. aeformed doctrine, while 
admitting the omnipresence of Christ according to his 
divine nature, would not grant this to his human nature, 
as though this would involve a taint of some aort. 
The appearance of the Stuttsart Confeasion alao aerved 
as a rallying point for stricter Lutherans.49 In conse-
quence of the action■ of the meeting at Stuttgart, violent 
polemics, especially by means of tracts, brake out in 
Germany and surrounding areas. 50 One of the eventual 
results of the violent disputes about the doctrine of the 
Real Presence was the publication by Martin Chemnitz in 
46Good, P• 203. 
47 4 Ibid., p • 2 1. 
48aichards, P• 91. 
49Hevin, p. 43. 
SOibid., PP• 42-43. 
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1S70 of a notable book, Concernins the Two Natures in 
Christ.51 
A Conference at Naumburg 
Despite the position and actions of John Brena, Duke 
Christoph still attempted to achieve a unity of the German 
Protestants. Following his urging, a meeting of German 
princes without the theologians was convened at Naumburg 
on January 20 1 1S61. Thia meeting lasted until February 8. 
The official proceedings of the meetings showed an agree-
ment that the Augsburg Confession of 1S30, the Invariata, 
was the official norm of doctrine for German Protestants, 
but the Variata of 1S40 was declared to be the proper in-
terpretation of it. Thia solution was proposed by Elector 
Fredrick and supported by Elector August of Saxony. Only 
the 1S40 Variata edition is mentioned in the Preface of 
the agreement signed at Naumburg.52 
Fredrick had come to the conviction, reinforced at 
the Naumburg meeting, that the doctrine of the Lord's 
Supper in the 1S30 edition was still "papiatic," that 
Melauchthon had improved on it in the Variata. Practices 
51F. Bente, Historical Introductions to the Book of 
Concord (St. Louis, Missouri: Concordia Publishing House, 
196S), P• 184. 
52Ibid., P• 241. 
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such as adoration of the host which he observed in 
Lutheran churches apparently made him feel that anything 
supporting "papistic" practices should be eliminated. 
Fredrick felt that it was no dishonor to Luther to assume 
that truth came gradually, that the Variata was indeed an 
improvement, and the Reformed doctrine of Calvin might be 
a further improvement.5 3 
There were ominous events at the Naumburg meeting. 
Duke John Fredrick of Sazony 1 son-in-law of Elector 
Fredrick, left the meeting early in anger and diagust 
when his strong Lutheran demands were not met. Be had 
been urged by his theologians not to aign the agreement 
that was being prepared. Ulrich of Mecklenburg also left 
the meeting early. It appeared that the agreement by the 
majority of princes was a matter of yielding to Fredrick 
and August, rather than truly supporting them.54 
After the meeting itaelf1 force■ began to develop 
which were to leave Fredrick in a rather iaolated poaition 
within the Empire. It seems that since John Fredrick had 
stood firm, many other German prince■ began to support him. 
In addition to Ulrich, he was supported by1 
Ernest and Philip of Brunswick, Albrecht of 
Mecklenburg, Adolf of Holstein, Francia of Saxon-
Lauenburg1 the counts of Schwartsburg, Hansfeld 1 
53aicharda 1 PP• 42 1 46-48. 
S4Bente 1 pp. 241-242. 
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Stolberg, Barby, and a number of other prince■ and 
cities, among the latter Regensburg, Augsburg, 
Strassburg, Huernberg, and Windheim. Besides, the 
loyal Lutherans were represented also in the terri-
tories of almost all the princes who had signed the 
Preface. Hargrave John of Brandenburg emphatically 
declared his dissatisfaction with the subscription 
of his delegate at Haumburg. Before long also August 
of Saxony, Wolfgang of the Palatinate, Christopher of 
Wuerttemberg, and Joachim of Brandenburg signified 
their willingness to altar the Preface in accordance 
with the views and wishes of Jahn Fredrick, especially 
regarding the doctrine of the Lard's Supper. Indeed, 
the princes declared that from the beginning they had 
understood the Preface in the strict Lutheran sense • 
• • • Elector Fredrick of the Palatinate, however, 
who had misled and, as it were, hypnotized the 
Lutheran princes at Haumburg, openly embraced the 
Reformed confession and expelled all consistent 
Lutherans. For the cause of Lutheranism the loss 
of the Palatinate proved a great gain internally, 
and helped ta pave the way for true unity and the 
formulation and adoption of the Formula of Concord.55 
Intensification of Reformed Practice 
Why was Fredrick so firm in upholding the Variata and 
in inclining toward Reformed doctrine, even though he 
avoided the theory of Zwinglian memorialiam and maintained 
some sort of presence of Christ in the Sacrament?56 A 
theologian of the Reformed Church in the United States 
offers the following explanations 
Fredrick more than once alludes in hia latter■ to 
the moral indifference among the German evangelicals. 
He deplores their lack of charity toward one another; 
56Richards, PP• 45-46. 
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their opponents may well say that they cannot 
recognize in them the chief mark of the disciples 
of Christ--love for one another. Be predicts the 
just punishment of God upon those who hold the 
Augsburg Confession in high honor and yet gormandize, 
carouse, commit adultery, blaspheme, gamble, covet, 
practice usury, etc., as if they were free to live 
according to their pleasure. 
In lands where the Reformed Church was established 
he found a far higher form of life. The Huguenots 
in France 'are more sincere than the Germana, because 
they remain true in persecution, which is by no means 
the least teat, and they have love toward one another, 
the surest evidence of the spirit of Christ.' 'The 
Germans have hitherto sat among roses; the Huguenots 
in blood, so that the Scripture ia fulfilled in them: 
'Through great tribulations you shall enter the 
kingdom.••57 
The same writer offers further explanation in regard 
to the doctrinal issues and Fredricka' own nature and 
disposition: 
He was in full accord with the Heidelberg theologians, 
who taught that Christ, since Bia ascension, is at the 
right hand of God, and therefore with Bia true body--
i.e. the crucified body--is not now on earth, but in 
heaven, where Be will remain until he comes to judg-
ment. Yet the believers, in the reception of the 
Lord's Supper, in which bread and wine are signs and 
seals, are quickened with the body and blood of Christ, 
through the mediation of the Holy Spirit, who unites 
us in one body. This is practically the view of 
Calvin and was later incorporated in the Heidelberg 
Catechism. 
The Elector was atartled and repelled by the conse-
quences which often followed, though through misunder-
standing, the strict Lutheran doctrine. Thia aerved 
to convince him that Luther had remained too close to 
the Catholic doctrine of the Sacrament. Even when 
Catholicism had been abolished, the Catholic idea■ 
continued under the forms of Lutheranism. The 
57Ibid., PP• 49-SO. 
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Lutheran Westphal went so far as to demand the 
adoration of the host; another of the same school 
gathered with the greatest care the crumbs which 
had fallen to the floor in the distribution of the 
bread, and burned them; a third considered it an 
offense worthy of divine punishment, if a single 
drop of wine in the cup was spilled. The people 
did not cease to adore the host as the body of the 
Lord, and when they could not partake of it, they 
were satisfied to behold it from afar. 
The whole nature of Fredrick revolted from such a 
deification of the creature or a materialization of 
the Creator. By intuition, if not by a study of 
their writings, he shared with Zwingli and Calvin 
the sublime ideal of living for the honor and 
majesty of God. In this respect, we may say, he 
was born a Calvinist before he was converted to the 
Reformed faith. 
The ethical and religious bent of his mind, also, 
predisposed him to Reformed doctrines.58 
He further describes and analyzes the development of 
Reformed practices in the Palatinate: 
Disposed as he was toward a practical and ethical 
type of religious life, Fredrick naturally inclined 
toward the Reformed Church. Here he found a sim-
plicity, an ethical enthusiasm, strictness of 
discipline, and a loyalty to the Word, which 
satisfied the inmost longings of his nature and 
brought all the more clearly the contrast between 
Lutheranism and Calvinism. Be made the Bible the 
rule of his life and of his realm. The Ten Command-
ments are not only rigorously interpreted, but prac-
tically applied. Every attempt to represent the 
Deity by pictures and images is forbidden, and all 
remnants of Catholic or Lutheran idolatry are 
removed from the churches. The prohibitions of 
idolatry in the Old Testament he considered still 
in force, and as a prince, in the name of God pro-
ceeded to destroy the idols in his territory. Thus 
he hoped to turn the hearts of men from t~e creature 
58tbid., PP• 46-47. 
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to the Creator, from all forms of material media-
tion to an immediate fellowship with God in spirit 
and in truth.59 
A reaction to the years of hardship Fredrick endured 
under his staunch Roman Catholic father contributed to the 
intensity of his feeling against anything that reminded 
him of the Roman Catholic Church and its cultus. Otto 
Henry's own father had died at an early age in war. He 
had suffered at the hands of the Roman Catholic Emperor, 
and his uncle, Fredrick II, who was responsible for rear-
ing him, treated Otto Henry according to his deference to 
the Emperor. Thus Otto Henry also had strong feelings 
against the Roman Catholics, which caused him to begin a 
policy and establish a situation in which Fredrick could 
quite naturally and easily glide into the Reformed faith 
without fully realizing it, or at least without making 
great conscious decisions about it. 
The Naumburg meeting and its aftermath thus further 
crystallized the division between Lutherans and the 
Reformed in Germany. As with so many attempts to establish 
unity, it had the opposite effect. The transition of the 
Protestant church in the Palatinate to the aeformed faith 
and worship was a gradual process, which, however, was 
made much more complete following the events of Haumburg. 
59Ibid., P• SO. 
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1. Images were removed from the churches, even 
the statue at the tomb of Philip, in the Church 
of the Holy Ghost, was veiled with a dark cloth, 
the frescoes were covered with whitewash, the 
organs were closed, in place of altars tables 
were installed, the baptismal fonts had to give 
way to zinc vessels, and the communion chalices 
to ordinary cups. Bread, broken in the distri-
bution, took the place of the wafers in the Lord's 
Supper--a practice considered an innovation and an 
indubitable evidence of conversion to Calvinism. 
2. In the same year (1S62) in which the worship in 
the churches was changed, the Elector sanctioned the 
publication of a book by Thomas Erastus, A Thorough 
Treatise, how the words of Christs this is My Body 1 
are to be understood. The name of the author, how-
ever, was withheld. It was a comprehensive state-
ment of the Reformed doctrine as it was later em-
bodied in the Heidelberg Catechism. 
3. The last step toward Calvinism was taken by the 
Elector when he ordered the publication of the 
Heidelberg Catechism in 1563. Thia was followed 
by four documents completing the reorganization of 
the Church of the Palatinate:--a Marriage Order 
(Eheordnung) 1 July 12 1 1S63 1 Church Order (Kirchen-
Ordnung), November 1S 1 1S63 1 Conaiatorial Order 
(Kirchenratha-Ordnung), 1S64 1 and the Edict on 
Church Discipline, 1570.60 
Besides the changes mentioned above, the use of the 
liturgical Church Year was sharply curtailed. 61 
The Peace of Augsburg and the Augsburg Confession 
In the religious and political affairs of the Palatinate 
at this time, and especially through 1566 1 the Religious 
Peace of Augsburg of 1555 and the Augsburg Confession itself 
60 Ibid., P• 43. 
61Thompson 1 "Church Order," Church History, XXIII, 
344. 
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must be considered. To the twentieth-century American 
Protestant and some Roman Catholics, the Church-State 
relationships of sixteenth-century Europe would seem like 
a different world. The religious principle of the Peace 
of Augsburg, agreed to by Emperor Charles v, was cuius 
regio 1 eiua religio. Thia meant that every prince or duke 
in the Holy Roman Empire of Germany had the right to estab-
lish his personal religion as the religion of his state or 
duchy. Thia is not to say that total intolerance or per-
secution was practiced with regularity in any or all of 
the cities or provinces, but there was denial of certain 
rights and privileges. Some citizens migrated to a prov-
ince where the prince was of their own religioua persua-
sion. To advocate openly doctrine or a confessional loyalty 
contrary to that of the ruler could easily be regarded as an 
act of treason or rebellion. By and large this worked out 
well for some years in Germany, with its many small states, 
especially since Charles V abdicated in 15S6, and Emperor 
Maximilian II, who became Emperor in 1S64, was favorably 
inclined toward the Protestants, even though he made no pro-
fession of being a Protestant himaelf.62 Emperor Ferdinand, 
brother of Charles and father of Maximilian, also uphel d 
the provisions of the 1555 agreement. 
62uarold J. Grimm, The Reformation Bra 1500-16S0 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1966) 1 P• 482. 
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There was, however, one very significant condition 
of the Peace of Augsburg which came to be of vital impor-
tance, beginning in the Palatinate. Only the Church of 
Rome and followers of the Augsburg Confe■■ ion, that la, 
Lutherans, were recognised. Thus no other religion had 
legal status, and if any ruler was not a Roman Catholic and 
his loyalty to the Augsburg Confession was suspect, he could 
be liable to removal from office, and his lands could be 
confiscated, if the charges could be proved. In other 
words, Calvinism was simply not legal in Germany, just aa 
Anabaptiam and Unitarianism or Socinianism were not legal. 
The touchstone was adherence to the Augsburg Confeasion, 
the Confession prepared by Melanchthon for presentation to 
Emperor Charles Vin 1S30. 
Melanchthon, however, was a creative or flexible person, 
and he had not allowed the Confession to remain in its 1S30 
form. He had made changes, especially in the sections on 
the Lord's Supper and Good Works. In 1S40 the Variata 
incorporated these changes. In this edition Article X 
reads: "Of the Lord's Supper they teach that with the bread 
and wine the body and blood of Christ are truly exhibited 
to those who eat in the Lord's Supper."63 The disapproval 
of other views la omitted. 64 These changes were generally 
63aichards, p. 4S. 
64Ibid. 
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referred to as "improvements," or "clarifications," and 
the 1540 edition came to be used in the variou■ doctrinal 
statements and books of instruction throughout the Prot-
estant lands in Germany.6S 
thus as it appeared that Fredrick 111 was moving 
toward Calvinism, to the consternation of other Protestant 
leaders in Germany, the Augsburg Confession itself became 
a point of contention or discussion. the charge was brought 
against Fredrick that he had forsaken the Confession, and 
his response at Naumburg and at other times was not a 
defense of Calvinism, but a vigorous assertion that he 
was an adherent of the Augsburg Confession, as understood 
in the sense of the 1540 edition, which he considered a 
fair interpretation of the 1530 edition. He qualified his 
adherence, however, as a subscription in that the Confes-
sion contained nothing opposed to Scripture, typical of the 
Reformed approach to confessional subscripti~n. 66 It was 
at the 1561 conference at Naumburg that the two editions 
became a great issue, and tt may be that the term 
"lnvariata" (Unaltered) was here applied to the 1530 
version of the Confession. 67 the implication of this is 
6Sthompson, "Church Order," Church History, XXIII, 
340-341. 
66aichards, P• 42. 
67thompson, "Church Order," Church History, XXIII, 
341-34S. 
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that changes in later editions were "alteration■," perhap■ 
"corruptions," and not necessarily "improvement■." 
The Heidelberg Catechism 
In 1S62 the Elector save an assignment to the theo-
logical faculty of the University to prepare a catechism 
for use in the Palatinate. Since there had been so much 
turmoil and uncertainty, Fredrick evidently felt that none 
of the existing catechisms was adequate, and that the beat 
procedure was to produce a new one for his own land. Though 
the theologians would do the work, he himself would oversee 
the undertaking, and take responsibility for it■ publica-
tion. His professed idea was to base it entirely on 
Scripture, and his later defense of it was baaed on the 
contention that no one could prove any error in it from 
Scripture. 68 It is said that he wanted to combine the 
beat elements of the various religious elements in the 
Palatinate. 69 
Authorities vary ■lightly in de■cribing the relative 
significance of the faculty and the chief authors of thi■ 
catechism, which was to become well-known as the Heidelberg 
68Thompaon, E■aay■, P• 20. 
69Henry Harbaugh, The Fathers of the German Reformed 
Church in Europe and America (Lancaater1 Sprenger and 
Weathaeffer, 18S7), I, 240. 
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Catechism. Authorities vary slightly also in aaaeaaing 
its reliance on the various theologians of the Reformation. 
Questions were indeed borrowed from variau■ catechiama. In 
the main, the varieties of opinion vary aa ta whether tt i■ 
more Calvinistic or Melanchtbonian, ■ ince it doe■ not fol-
low either one fully and follows each one partly. For pur-
poses of giving background and description, we will assume 
that the greater part of the work in producing this Cate-
chism was done by Zacharias Ursinus and Caspar Olevianus, 
but that they used the assistance and sought the opinion■ 
of other faculty members, and that they al■ o studied other 
catechisms in their preparation. It ta then a group product, 
and not much is to be gained by attempting to eatabliab that 
it reflects one theologian'• opinion■ or influence in a 
predominant manner above others. Thia is itself an inno-
vation for that time, a■ earlier catechism■ bad been the 
product of the mind and pen of one atrons individual, ■uch 
as Luther, Calvin, Branz, Bullinger, or John a Laaco. 
Zacharias Urainua was only 27 year■ old when he 
joined the faculty in Heidelberg in 1561. Durins the 
years 1550-1557 he had lived in Wittenbers. Be shared 
Melanchthon'a home a■ well as his learnins. Melanchthon 
made a sreat impre■■ion on him ao that Urainua expre■aed 
himself aa not wanting or darins to differ with him in any-
thing on which Philip had spoken. In 1557 Urainua made a 
tour of centers of Reformed leaning, bearing Melanchthon'• 
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recommendation.70 In 1558 he began teaching in Bra■lau, 
using Malanchthon'a Examen as the basis of hi■ teaching. 
In 1560 he wrote The■es on the Eucharist, placing Christ'• 
body in heaven, and expressing himself rather casually on 
election. Three years earlier he had referred to election 
as a "stoic neceaaity."71 
In 1560 Urainua was expelled from Brealau through the 
efforts of the Gneaio-Lutherans. Melanchthon was dead, so 
Ursinus went to Zurich. In a letter to Crato of Craftheim 
on October 6 1 1S60 1 he indicated that he had accepted the 
Swiss position in every particular. 72 
Caspar Olevianus was a native of Treves, born 
August 10 1 1S36. While in school at Bourges in 1556 1 he 
had tried to rescue a son of Fredrick III from drowning, 
and almost lost his own life in the attempt. In gratitude 
for his own rescue, he dedicated himself to the service of 
his Savior. William Farel of Lausanne made him give his 
hand in pledge that he would soon return to his homeland 
of Treves and preach Christ there. Olevianus continued 
the study of law, but also studied the Scripture■ and the 
writings of Calvin. Be visited Treves in 1558, apparently 
70Tbompson 1 "Church Order," Church History. XXIII, 
34S-346. 
71tbid. 1 XXIII, 346. 
72Ibid. 
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with some intention of practicing law there, but saw ao 
much unrighteousness connected with it that be turned away 
from it. 73 
Olevianus then went to Switzerland in order to finish 
his theological studies. Be became well-acquainted with 
Calvin and other reformers there, and was encouraged in 
his desire to return to Treves to preach the Gospel. 
Early in 1559 he returned there, and received an appoint-
ment to teach Latin. The dialectics of Melanchthon were 
then in vogue over the whole of Germany, and Olevianus 
taught them in his classes. In performing his duties he 
quietly used examples which would instill Evangelical truth 
in his pupils. Shortly he began to teach from a catechism, 
and next began to preach in a school room on justification 
by faith. Thia met opposition, and he was forbidden to 
preach in the school, but continued to preach in St. James 
Church. 74 
Olevianus' preaching gained followers, and Elector 
Fredrick and Duke Wolfgang of Zweibruecken sent Superin-
tendent Finaberg of Zweibruecken to assist and strengthen 
him. However, the Peace of Augsburg gave the &oman 
Catholics the right to suppress this reform movement, and 
those who insisted on their Protestantism were allowed to 
73uarbaugh, 1, 247-248. 
74tbid., I, 250-2S1. 
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emigrate to the Palatinate. The twelve principal leaders, 
including Olevianus, were imprisoned for a short time un-
til fines were paid for them by neighboring princes. They 
were then released and banished. Fredrick remembered the 
attempt of Olevianus to rescue his son, and arranged for 
him to come to Heidelberg. 75 Olevianus taught philosophy 
for a short time, and then became Court Preacher and presi-
dent of the Church Council. Early in 1562 he became pastor 
of the Church of the Holy Spirit, and showed himself to be 
more suited to pastoral and organizational work than to the 
work of a professor.76 
The influence of John a Laaco was also significant in 
the formation of the Heidelberg Catechism. Be had been 
Superintendent of the Strangers Church in London, and had 
published a Church Order called Forma ac llatio in 1550. 
His basic catechetical work was the Emden Catechism of 
1546, one edition of which was included in his Church Order. 
All three editions of his catechism were consulted by the 
makers of the Heidelberg Catechism. 7 l 
A Lasco'• teachings entered Palatinate life in many 
ways. Beginning in 1545 be had exerted an important 
75Ibid., I, 252-253. 
76Edward J. Maaaelink, The Heidelberg Story (Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, Baker Book House, 1964), P• 66. 
77Thompson, "Church Order," Church History, XXIII, 
346. 
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influence on Otto Henry. In 1556, when Urainua was living 
in Melanchthon'a home in Wittenberg, a Laaco had visited 
there. During the Marian persecution, his congregation 
became refugee■, and eventually settled near Heidelberg in 
1562. They brought hi■ catechisms and liturgy with them, 
and both Ursinua and Olevianus were in communication with 
these people. Also, Peter Dathenus and Immanuel Tremellius 
were both associated with a Laaco in London before their 
service in the Palatinate.78 
More than half of the 129 questions in the Heidelberg 
Catechism were taken from existing catechical works. Of 
that number, at least thirty-five must be attributed to 
a Laaco'a catechisms. Particularly the emphasis on "com-
fort" seems to derive from a Laaco. In his own catechisms 
a Lasco pointed to God's omnipotence, Bia fatherhood, faith 
in the Savior, the Lord's Supper 1 and membership in the con-
tinuing congregation of the elect as a comfort. He taught 
election, but prominently aa source of assurance. Be seems 
to have rejected the theory of a limited atonement, and 
stated that Calvin had written too harshly on predeatina-
tion. The four questions in the Heidelberg Catechism which 
teach election as a source of comfort were all taken from 
the works of a Laaco. In the Heidelberg Catechism the 
78 
I~id. 1 XXIII, 347. 
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result is a piety which does not center in glory and 
obedience to God, but rather in trust, assurance, and 
atrength. 79 
In January 1563, the Catechism having been finally 
revised, all the superintendents were called together at 
Heidelberg for its adoption. It had been approved of and 
subscribed to by all the auperintendenta from the country 
districts, and by the preachers of the Court and of the 
city of Heidelberg. The Lord'• Supper was celebrated by 
all members of the synod for a further confirmation on 
Sunday, January 17. On January 18 the Elector addressed 
them saying, "We have been informed that you have given 
your unanimous approval. Thia pleases us very much, it ta 
our wish that you will faithfully adhere to it." On 
January 19 Fredrick wrote a preface to the Catechism, and 
the first edition was published shortly thereafter.80 
The Catechism went through four editions before the 
end of 1563, the year of the conclusion of the Council of 
Trent. The moat important change that took place in these 
editions was the sharpening of the an■wer to Question 
eight~, in which the Roman Catholic Maas was called an 
79Ibid. 
80&icharda, PP• 54-55. 
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"accursed idolatry."81 In years to come this was to 
cause hardship for the Palatinate, especially in the 
seventeenth century at times of the resurgence of Jloman 
Catholic power. Probably this statement had been sharp-
ened in response to the anathemas of the Council of Trent 
in late 1562 against the doctrine of justification by 
faith and other Evangelical doctrines. The change was 
ordered by the Elector at the ursins of Olevianus.82 
The condemnations by the Council of Trent and the 
revisions of Question eighty of the Heidelberg Catechism 
both served to further divide the European community. 
Religious divisions meant political division and hos-
tility, for during the Middle Ase• tt had been the Church 
which had been the greatest factor in the unity of Europe. 
Rulers battled one another, and divided their kingdoms 
among their children, who in turn sought marriage• which 
might enable them to put together a kingdom adequate to 
support them and give them a respectable position in rela-
·tion to their peers. Political entities were small and 
changing, but the Church save a feeling of security and 
safety, while also providing a larger feeling of belonging. 
Now, with one church condemning another, and with various 
rulers and lesser nobility using religion for political 
81tbid., P• 57. 
82Ibid., P• 53. 
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purposes, Europe was truly a continent divided. The 
year 1563 may be viewed as a year of crystallizations 
of the divisions of Christianity, for the Heidelberg Cate-
chism also marked the distinctiveness of the Reformed 
Church from the Lutheran Chur.ch in Germany. 
The broad outline of the Catechism consists of man's 
misery, God's redemption of man, and man's life of grati-
tude, a general development not unfamiliar to Lutheraniam. 
Any form of synergism, attributed to Melanchthon, ia firmly 
disowned. 83 While predestination to salvation is taught, 
predestination to reprobation is not presented. The 
Lutheran doctrine of the Real Preaence is definitely 
negated, though the orisinal sharp answer was softened 
with a view to conciliating Lutheran subjects. 84 The Ten 
Commandments are given a new numbering,85 revealing the 
strong feeling against the use of statues and pictures. 
In the fourth edition the questions are divided according 
to the fifty-two Sundays of the year. Thia follows the 
pattern of the Geneva Catechism, and indicates that the 
Catechism was to be used faithfully in preaching in the 
churches. 86 
S3Ibid., P• 95. 
84tbid., P• 54. 
85tbid • 
86 tbid., p. 56. 
CHAPTER VI 
AFTER THE CATECHISM TO FREDRICK'S DEATH IN 1576 
Effects of the Catechism 
Friends of the Heidelberg Catechism are lavish in 
their praise of its excellence. "It has Lutheran inward-
ness, Melanchthonian clearness, Zwinglian simplicity, and 
Calvinistic - fire, harmoniously blended. 111 The introduc-
tion into the churches and schools of the Palatinate was 
easily accomplished. It also had a good reception outside 
the Palatinate, as evidenced by an opinion of Bullinger in 
Zurich: 
I have read the Palatinate Elector Fredrick's 
Catechism with the greatest avidity, and while 
reading it, I have thanked God, who establishes 
the work which He begins. The order of the book 
is clear; the contents are true, and beautiful, 
and pious; with great brevity, it comprehends very 
many and great subjects. It is my o!inion that no 
better Catechism has been published. 
The Catechism also found a warm reception in other 
countries among people of the Reformed faith. Even in 
Hungary ft was translated for use in the schools and 
churches. In the Netherlands it was regard,.ed as a high 
1 George w. Richards, The Heidelberg Catechism Hiatorical 
and Doctrinal Studies (Philadelphia: Publication and Sunday 
School Board of the Reformed Church in the United States, 
1913), P• 96. 
21•bid., P• 72. 
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authority, constituting with the Belgic Confession the 
national rule of faith. Admiration and respect were found 
in Switzerland, France, Scotland, and England. 3 
The Catechism became the common basis for religious 
instruction in the Reformed churches in Germany. It knit 
together the hitherto isolated circles of the Reformed 
churches in Germany as they developed or maintained their 
identity in the face of the developments within Lutheran-
ism.4 
On May 1, 1619, at the Reformed Synod of Dort, the 
following report was made1 
The doctrine contained in the Palatine Catechism is 
in all things in harmony with the Word of God, nor 
does it contain anything, which, for want of agree-
ment with the same, it seems ought to be corrected 
or changed. 
Thia action made the Catechism a symbol of the first rank 
in the Reformed churches of Europe.5 It ia one of the 
ironies of history that the religious symbol which orig-
inated in the Palatinate should reach such a high inter-
national standing just when its homeland was about to sink 
into the miseries of the Thirty Years War, never to rise 
fully again. 
3J. w. Nevin, History and Genius of the Heidelberg 
Catechism (Chambersburg, Pa.: Publication Office of the 
German Reformed Church, 1847), P• 18. 
4Richarda, P• 77. 
s Ibid., P• 73. 
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We have extended this brief sketch of the favorable 
reception of the Heidelberg Catechism beyond the reign of 
Fredrick III in order to demonstrate its effect during 
his time, and to show that it was a production with a 
lasting significance. 
Within Germany the reaction to the Catechism was not 
so favorable. The first attack, or at least unfavorable 
judgment, came from Wittenberg, which was considered 
Melanchthonian. 6 Matthias Placius Illyricus, a champion 
of Lutheran orthodoxy, attacked the Heidelberg Catechism 
in A Refutation of a Small Calvinistic Catechism. 
Hesahusiua issued a True Warning on February 26, 1S64, 
in which he contradicted every leading doctrine of the 
Catechism. Censures was prepared by John Brenz and Jacob 
Andreae of Wuerttemberg, in which eighteen questions were 
subjected to severe criticism. 7 
Zacharias Ursinus now became the chief defender of 
the Catechism, of which he had been the principal author. 
In the spring of 1S64 he issued three tracts tu which he 
endeavored to answer the objections and accusations of the 
critics. The first two chose Placius as moat worthy of an 
answer. The third treatise was a reply to the Censures of 
6 tbid., P• 65. 
7Ibid., PP• 6S-66. 
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Brenz and Andreae. Then Urainua prepared a commentary on 
the Catechism, drawn from his lectures at the Univer■ ity. 8 
Duke Christoph, Branz' and Andreae's prince, ha4 
always bad a warm relationship with Fredrick, and now 
desired to try to restore peace between hia land and the 
Palatinate, which meant he desired to achieve a theologi-
cal harmony and religious peace. Both he and Fredrick had 
been given some assurance that a conference of the theo-
logians could bring about an understanding. In the interest 
of peace they ordered a conference of their theologians at 
the Convent of Maulbronn for April 11-15, 1564. Both 
princes would be present. Sadly, this conference only 
resulted in theological hostility, and the princes were 
estranged further than before. 9 
The introduction of the Catechism bad political 
implications for Fredrick also, because of the situation 
under the Peace of Augsburg described above. Already in 
April 1S63, the Emperor upon receipt of a copy of the 
Catechism, had warned the Elector that ft appeared that 
he was under suspicion of being in diaagreement with the 
Aussburs Confession, and was therefore in danger of losing 
the protection of the Peace of Augsburg.lo 
8 tbid., PP• 70-71. 
9 Ibid., p. 62; James I. Good, The Orisin of the aeformed 
Church in Germany (aeading, Pa.1 Daniel Miller, 1887), 
PP• 201-203. 
lOaichards, P• 61. 
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Three friendly neighbors of Fredrick, Duke Chri■ toph, 
Duke Wolfgans of Zweibruecken, and Marsrave Charles II of 
Baden, on May 4 1 1563 1 had sent an elaborate opinion on 
the Heidelberg Catechism to Fredrick. Fredrick answered 
them with a detailed defense on September 14, 1563.11 
While these exchansea were apparently made in a theo-
logical vein, there were overtones of political threat 
because of the emphasis on the Augsburg Confession. 
Fredrick continued to maintain that he had not departed 
from the Augsburg Confession, that ~s, the Variata. 
After the failure of the Maulbronn Conference, 
Christoph and Wolfsang besan to initiate action against 
Fredrick. They apparently now felt that Fredrick's posi-
tion was resolute, and that matters had to be forced. 
They knew of the auspicious of the Emperor, Maximilian II, 
and brought their concern to other German princes.12 
Whether they actually desired to remove Fredrick from hia 
position, or whether they hoped by the enormity of the 
threat to cause him to return to Lutheranism ia difficult 
to say. Historians seem to prefer the former explanation, 
but consideration ■hould be given to the latter po■aibility. 
Perhaps they simply felt that it had to develop one way or 
the other. 
11tbid., PP• 61-62. 
12tbid. 1 P• 62. 
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The Palatinate situation was to be dealt with at the 
Diet at Augsburg in May 1566. Many people advised Fredrick 
not to go, aa they feared his life might be in danger. Be 
was determined to go, however, remembering such heroes of 
the faith aa Elector John Fredrick of Saxony. Chara•• were 
indeed brought against him, and his church was in danger of 
being overwhelmad.13 Fredrick made a strong defense: 
Although I have hitherto not been able to come to 
a perfectly clear understanding of the precise 
points in regard to which charges have been 
presented against me, and requisitions made, yet 
ao much I promise myself from the rea■onablenea■ 
of His Imperial Majesty, that he will not commence 
the process by executing the sentence, but that he 
will graciously hear and weigh the defense I ahall 
make; which, if it were required, I would be ready 
to make undaunted, in the midst of the marketplace 
in this town. So far as matters of a religious 
nature are involved, I confesa freely that, in those 
things which concern the conscience, I acknowledge 
as Master only Him who is Lord of lords and King of 
kings. For the question here is not in regard to a 
cap of fleah (cappu carnis), but it pertains to the 
soul and its salvation, for which I am indebted alone 
to my Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and which, as 
His gift, I will sacredly preserve. Therefore, I 
cannot grant your venerable Imperial Majesty the 
right of standing in the place of my God and Saviour. 
What men understand by Calvinism, I do not know: 
this I can aay, with a pure conscience, that I have 
never read Calvin's writings. But the agreement of 
Frankfurt, and the Augsburg Confession, I signed at 
Naumburg, together with the other princes, of whom 
the majority are here present. In this faith I 
13Joseph F. Berg, The History and Literature of the 
Heidelberg Catechism, and It's Introduction Into the Nether-
lands, translated from the German of Von Alpen (Philadelphia& 
Williams. and Alfred Martin, 1863), p. 32. 
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continue firmly, on no other ground than because I 
find it established in the Holy Scriptures of the 
Old and New Testaments. Hor do I believe that any 
one can successfully show that I have done or received 
anything that stands opposed to that formulary. But 
that my catechism, word for word, is drawn, not from 
human but from divine sources, the references that 
stand in the margin will show. For this reason, also, 
certain theologians have in vain wearied themselves 
in attacking it, since it has been shown them, by 
the open Scriptures, how baseless is their opposi-
tion. What I have elsewhere publicly declared to 
your Imperial Majesty, in a full assembly of the 
princes, namely, that, if any one, of whatever age, 
station, or class he may be, even the humblest, can 
teach me something better from the Holy Scriptures, 
I will thank him from the bottom of my heart, and 
readily be obedient to the divine truth; that I 
repeat now, in the presence of this assembly of the 
whole empire. If there be any one here, among my 
lords and friends, who will undertake it, I am pre-
pared to hear him, and here are the Holy Scriptures 
at hand. Should it please your Imperial Majesty to 
undertake this task, I would regard it as the 
greatest favor, and acknowledge it with suitable 
gratitude. With this, my explanation, I hope your 
Imperial Majesty will be satisfied, even aa also 
your Imperial Majesty's father, the Emperor Ferdinand, 
of blessed memory, was not willing to do violence to 
my conscience, however pleasant it would have been to 
him, had I consented to attend the popish mass at the 
imperial coronation1 at Frankfurt. Should, contrary 
to my expectations, my defence, and the Christian and 
reasonable conditions which I have proposed, not be 
regarded of any account, I shall comfort myself in 
this, that my Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ baa 
promised to me, and to all who believe, that what-
soever we lose on earth for His name's sake, we shall 
receive an hundred-fold in the life to come.14 
14uenry Harbaugh, The Fathers of the German Reformed 
Church in Europe and America (Lancaster: Sprenger and 
Westhaeffer, 18S7), I, 22S-227. 
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Fredrick had made a dramatic entrance at the Diet, 
being accompanied by his son John Casimir, who followed him 
carrying a copy of the Bible and the Ausaburs Confeaaion. 
Be also claimed that the Heidelbers Catechiam waa a further 
development of the Wittenberg Concord, and that he waa no 
farth_er from the Ausaburg Confession than others who enjoyed 
its protection. 1 5 
Fredrick's defense made a very favorable impreasion. 
When he had finished, one or more of the prince■ are re-
ported to have exclaimed that he was more pious than all 
of them. Five days later the princes gave to the Emperor 
the following declarations 
That the Elector has, it is true, a different view 
of the Holy Supper from the Augsburs Confession, 
but, in regard to justification, and in moat other 
points, he agrees with it; and further, that they 
are not willing to exclude Fredrick or any one else! 
in or outside of Germany, from the Religious Peace. 6 
The Emperor took gracious leave of Fredrick, and he 
returned in peace and safety to his beloved Heidelberg. 
His disclaimer of a knowledge of the meaning of Calvinism was 
probably naive, perhaps deliberately so, but it was expedi-
ent for his situation. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to trace the 
developments that led to the adoption of the Formula of 
15Good, P• 205. 
_16Harbaugh, I, 227. 
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Concord as a Lutheran confession. However, it certainly 
seems that Fredrick's ability to justify the Reformed 
faith under the banner of the Augsburg Confession led the 
Lutherans to realize that they needed something more spec-
ific than that statement of faith to clarify their own 
position.17 
The path to Lutheran unity under the Formula of 
Concord was long and difficult. Many writers of the 
Reformed tradition suggest that after the development of 
the Reformed Church in the Palatinate, which absorbed many 
Lutherans of Melanchthonian tendencies 1 the whole body of 
Lutheranism followed the principles of the Gnesio-Lutherans. 
However 1 between the Philippists and the Gnesio-Lutherans 
there developed a middle group of theologian■ whose chief 
centers were the universities of Leipzig 1 Roatock, Marburg, 
and Tuebingen. Their foremost representative was Jacob 
Andreae (1528-1S90), and they were eager to preaerve Luther-
anism by avoiding extremes.18 Andrea• was a prime mover in 
the development of the Formula of Concord. It is not ac-
curate to say that Gnesio-Lutherans such as Hesshu■ius were 
typical .of the Lutheran Church after the Reformed Church 
had been established in the Palatinate. 
17 Bard Thompson, "The Palatinate Church Order of 
1563," Church History• XXIII (1954), 341. 
18Harold J. Grimm, The Reformation Era lS00-16S0 (Nev 
Yorks The Macmillan Company, 1966), p. 488. 
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Problems in the Palatinate 
The entire Palatinate did not become Reformed during 
Fredrick's lifetime. His oldeat son, Louis, had been ap-
pointed governor in the Upper Palatinate in 1563. He had 
reached manhood before his father had adopted the Reformed 
faith, and married a daughter of Philip of Heaae. Though 
Philip ia not known as a ataunch Lutheran, hia daughter 
evidently was quite steadfast in this faith. Wolfgang of 
Zweibruecken had established Lutheranism there when he 
served as governor, and Fredrick himself had carried on 
a strong Evangelical practice when he ruled that area 
during Otto Henry's Electorate. 
Now Fredrick wanted to enforce the Heidelberg Cate-
chism and his Church Order of 1563 in the Upper Palatinate. 
He also attempted to convert his son, who was hia heir in 
the Electorate, to the Reformed faith. Fredrick made un-
successful attempts to convert the Upper Palatinate in 1563 1 
1566, and 1574 1 with the assistance of Olevianus and others. 
Some of the officials in Heidelberg even advised deposing 
Louis by force, but Fredrick would not go that far. 19 Per-
haps he remembered his own father'• displeasure with hia 
religious position. In any event, Louis and the Upper 
l9August Kluckhohn, Briefe Friedrich des Frommen 
Kurfuerst·en von der Pfalz (Braunschweig: C. A. Schwetachke 
und Sohn, 1868), II, xxxii. 
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Palatinate remained Lutheran. When Fredrick vaa approach-
ing death, he requested Louis to come to him. Fearing that 
his father would try to extract from him a promise to pre-
serve the Reformed Church, Louis refused to come.20 
Within the Reformed Church in the Electoral Palatinate 
all was not peaceful. The Reformed tradition had consis-
tently placed a considerable emphasis on church diacipline 
and church government. The situation in Switzerland and 
Germany of the sixteenth century in regard to Church-State 
relationships was vastly different from twentieth-century 
America. In Switzerland the ideas of Zwingli and Calvin 
were somewhat different. Both assumed a close relation-
ship of Church and State, but it is difficult to determine 
which was to be the stronger power. It seems that Calvin 
in Geneva thought in terms of a greater separation of 
Church and State than did Zwingli, 21 and yet the political 
situation at Calvin's time has always bean considered a 
theocracy. Both systems stand in contrast to Luther's policy 
of establishing the secular princes as "emergency bishops." 
In the Palatinate both Swiss traditions were atrongly 
represented. Erastus came from Zurich, and followed 
Zwinglian thinking. He felt that Fredrick III should have 
handled his early problems even more forcibly than he did. 
20Good, P• 223. 
21Ibid., P• 216. 
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He felt that the State ahould have the responaibility for 
excommunication. 22 Olevianus, on the other hand, wa■ a 
young and somewhat impetuous follower of Calvin, who him-
self cautioned Olevianus asainst trying to do too much too 
fast. The latter, nevertheless, tried as much as possible 
to apply Calvin's policies in Geneva to the Palatinate. 23 
A young Englishman named Withers came to Heidelberg 
to take his doctor's degree. Be was asked to develop 
theses on church discipline and excommunication. The 
discussion of his theses took place on June 10, 1568. In 
his statements he went so far as to declare that excom-
munication should apply to princes as well as to common 
people, something unheard of at that time. Neuser, one of 
the Heidelberg preachers, complained that not enough time 
had been given to opposing views, and the diacuasion waa 
extended. 24 As the dimensions of the battle increased, 
there then developed a great deal of antipathy between 
Erastus and Olevianus. Bach sought support, both from 
· friends in the Palatinate, as wall as from Switzerland. 
The Swiss leaders did allow themselves to become involved, 
22Ibid., P• 218. 
23uarbaugh, I, 254. 
24Good, P• 217. 
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and a great battle raged. Heidelberg experienced another 
pulpit war. 25 
Elector Fredrick eventually aided with Olevianua. 
Erastus left the Palatinate and went to England to seek 
to develop his ideas there. He was sufficiently aucceaa-
ful in that a theory of church administration was named 
"Erastianism" after him. 26 'l:hia theory involved domina-
tion of the church by the state, probably to a greater 
desree than Erastus intended. 
Another srief that occurred during the later years 
of Fredrick Ill's life was the development of Arianism or 
Anti-Trinitarianism in the Palatinate. Thia came largely 
from immigrant Italians. Some of the Erastians became 
Ariana, and Erastus waa accused of it. 27 While several 
were imprisoned and banished, a pastor named John Sylvanua 
was executed at Heidelberg December 13, 1S72.28 Thia 
paralleled the earlier execution of Servetus in Geneva 
for the same reason. Fredrick 111 feared that if some 
drastic measures were not taken, the Emperor and other 
Princes might take strong action against him. It has 
been asserted that under such circumstances the spirit of 
2Stbid., PP• 218-219. 
26tbid., P• 220. 
27 Ibid., P• 222. 
28Berg, p. 34. 
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the times demanded ■uch actions. Pa■tor Adam Neu■er, once 
the eloquent preacher of St. Peter's Church in Heidelberg, 
eventually converted to Islam, and is suppo ■ed to have said, 
"Who does not ~ant to turn Arian, should take care not to 
become a Calvinist."29 
One other occurrence affecting the strength of the 
Palatinate in religious matters was the change that took 
place in Electoral Saxony in 1574. At the time Elector 
August became aware of the fact that many of his theo-
logians were Crypto-Calvinista or Philippists. Heim-
prisoned some of them, and established a stricter Lutheran-
ism in his land. 30 Thia weakened any attempt of the 
Palatinate to establish a religious or military alliance 
in Germany or Europe. Saxony was already noted for its 
policy of support of the Empire and the Emperor. 
Aggressive Political Policy 
While at least one Reformed writer tries to lay the 
blame for the Thirty Years War on the Lutherans and their 
Formula of Concord, 31 the Palatinate actually spearheaded 
efforts to weaken the Peace of Augsburg, expand Protestant-
ism, and bring about alliances of Protestant powers, to 
29claua-Peter Clasen, The Palatinate in European His-
tory 1559-1660 (Oxfords Basil Blackwell, 1963), P• 42. 
lOBente, PP• 190-191. 
31Good 1 P• 249. 
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which the Thirty Yeara War ia often attributed. The Geraan 
Lutherans seemed quite content to live under the terms of 
the Peace of Augsburg, and felt aecure under this agreement. 
During this period Lutheran leaders would close their cor-
respondence with allusions seeking the peace of the Empire, 
while Palatine officials would make allusions serving the 
glory of God and extending the true church. 32 
It will not be possible to go into a detailed account 
of all the many political and military exploits in which the 
Palatinate was involved during this period. John Casimir, 
son of Fredrick III, led military expeditions in defense of 
European Protestants. In 1574 he succeeded in gaining 
greater protection for French Protestants. 33 Another of 
Fredrick's sons, Christoph, died in battle seeking to pro-
tect the cause of the Dutch Reformed Church. 34 Fredrick 
had spent some time in France as a young aan, and always 
had a strong feeling for aituationa in that country. 
In June, 1565 1 the Queens of Spain and Franca had mat 
at Bayonne, and the news spread all over Europe that France 
and Spain had agreed to atamp out Protestantism in waatern 
Europe, in fulfillment of the decrees of the Council of 
Trent. The rumors were denied, but within a year and a 
32c1asen, P• 5. 
33xluckhohn, II, xl-xli. 
34x1uckhohn, I, 111. 
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half Alba brutally crushed many Protestant tracea in the 
Netherlanda 1 subjugating the land to Philip II. 35 He had 
marched through Franche Comte, and there were rumora that 
he would attack Geneva. At the aame time, Proteatanta in 
Prance complained of greater persecution. Suapiciona about 
a secret treaty at Bayonne grew. Palatinate state■men aua-
pected that these events were part of a co-ordinated plan 
to stamp out Protestantism altogether in Germany, England, 
and Scandinavia, as well as in France and the Netherlands. 
It followed that for the sake of their own existence the 
German Protestants should form alliances with other 
Protestant powers. The Palatinate leaders felt there was 
no real safety for them under the Peace of Augsburg, even 
after 1S66. 36 
While the Palatinate Protestants saw Reformed Protest-
ants in other lands as brethren, the Elector of Saxony and 
other Lutheran princes saw the Dutch and French Protest-
ants as cursed heretics. Lutheran theologians and princes 
felt Calvinism was just as pernicious as, if not more pes-
tilential than, Roman Catholiciam. 37 
While Fredrick uaed the Peace of Augsburg for what pro-
tection he could get, he nevertheless viewed it as a sinful 
35claaen 1 p. 9. 
36 Ibid. 1 P• 10. 
37 Ibid. 1 P• 9. 
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compromise with Satan. He saw the Protestant■ aa having 
more regard for their own comfort than for the kingdom of 
God. Catholicism was seen, not as another form of Chris-
tianity, but as one fora of Satan's gigantic power. 
Fredrick regarded famines and plagues as God's punishment 
for the continued existence of Roman Catholic idolatry in 
the Empire.JS 
The Prince Electors, however, were not entirely 
responsible for the Palatinate policies. There were 
theologians and statesmen, some of whom functioned in both 
capacities, who pursued aggressive policies. Dr. Ehem was 
a leading figure in the government, being responsible for 
the foreign policy after about 1566. He pursued an anti-
Habsburg line, and in 1568 he worked for a great military 
alliance which would unite the German Protestant■ with 
England, Scotland, and Denmark. He included France and 
even the Turks in his far-flung plans. The nezt moat in-
fluential person was Ehem 1 s brother-in-law, Wencelaus 
Zuleger, chairman of the Church Council. He was constantly 
concerned about the French Protestants.39 
It is true that John Calvin had urged obedience to 
authority and peaceful means of settling problems of reli-
gion. His principle at Geneva, however, was that the city 
38Ibid., PP• 6-7. 
39Ibid., PP• 13-14. 
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and its administration would be established according to 
his convictions and that anyone who didn't like it could 
leave. As persecution mounted against Protestants, espe-
cially in his home country of France, his followers more 
often came to use the sword, and he did not try to prevent 
them from taking such action.40 In this respect then, the 
Palatinate was involved in what came to be recognized aa a 
Calvinistic pattern of intolerance and aggressiveness. 
Fredrick III strongly condemned rebellion of any sort. 
The Palatinate statesmen worked around that by declaring 
that tyrants are rebelling against God, and are not true 
rulers, and thus they are not entitled to the loyalty of 
their subjects. The French and Spanish kings were called 
tyrants.41 
The group of theologian-politicians at Heidelberg had 
several things in common. Almost all of them had been edu-
cated as Catholics and converted to Calvinism as adults. 
They had been persecuted and forced to flee abroad. None 
was born in the ~alatinate 1 few in Germany, thus they had 
an international view and concern. To them the Palatinate 
was an instrument to defend and expand Calvinism. The 
greatest enemy was Spain, the strongest power of the 
40 Ibid., P• 17. 
41 Ibid., P• 16. 
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Counter-Reformation. Also, the group in power was compara-
tively young, and youthful impetuosity may explain some of 
their militant policiea.42 
Fredrick III died October 26, 1576, fourteen days after 
the death of Emperor Maximilian II.43 Be had not been able 
to convert his son and successor from Lutheranism. 
42Ibid., PP• 15-16. 
43 
Harbaush, I, 229. 
CHAPTER VII 
AFTER FREDRICK III 
Elector Louis VI--A Lutheran Interlude 
After the death of Fredrick Ill, his ■on Louis 
succeeded him as Elector Louis VI. Be began his rule as a 
zealous Lutheran, and remained a Lutheran throughout his 
reign. The wishes of hi■ father concerning the continua-
tion of the Reformed doctrine and practice in the 
Palatinate were ignored. Reformed preacher■ were not 
allowed to conduct Fredrick's father's funeral. Louis was 
especially harsh with Olevianus, who had tried to introduce 
the Reformed faith in the Upper Palatinate, placing him 
under house-arrest.1 
Apparently the re-introduction of a Lutheran cultus 
and doctrine was carried out with all possible ha■te. 
About six hundred Reformed ministers lost their po■itions, 
and were replaced by Lutherans, or their positions were 
left vacant. Some were left in difficult financial cir-
cumstances. Marbach was again called from Strassburg to 
Lutheranize the Palatinate.2 
lJames 1. Good, The Origin of the Reformed Church in 
Germany (Reading, Pa.: Daniel Miller, 1887), PP• 234-235. 
21bid., P• 237. 
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A new Church Order. baaed on Otto Henry'•• waa pub-
lished. The Consistory waa filled with Lutheran•• and the 
office of Superintendent was reestablished. The wafer took 
the place of the broken bread• pictures were brought back 
into the churches. the altar was adorned with candles. In 
general the rites of Lutheranism were fully restored. 3 
The use of the Heidelberg Catechism was forbidden. 
Luther's Catechism was re-introduced. Booksellers were 
forbidden to print or sell Reformed books.4 
We will not attempt to determine or analyze the condi-
tion of the people's hearts in regard to the confessional 
change carried out by Louis. No doubt many welcomed it 
and many resented it. Probably there were also many who 
would practice religion according to either confession. and 
others who were indifferent to religion altogether. Since 
Louis ruled for only seven years. while his father had been 
Elector for seventeen years. it is unlikely that there was 
a full swing to Lutheranism in the hearts of the people. 
Just as there was a Lutheran area when the Elector was 
Reformed• so also there would be a Reformed area when the 
Elector was Lutheran. Prince John Ca■imir found the situa-
tion in Heidelberg intolerable under his brother's 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid •• P• 234; Joseph F. Bers. The Hi■tory and Litera-
ture of the Heidelberg Catechi■m1 and It's Introduction Into 
the Netherland•• translated from the German of Von Alpen 
(Philadelphia: Williams. and Alfred Martin• 1863), P• 42. 
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administration, and therefore want to the estates left him 
by his father at Bockenheim, Kaisarslautern, and Heu■tadt.5 
This area became a haven for the Reformed in the Palatinate. 
The Little town of Neustadt became the center of Reformed 
activity. Here Casimir took an old nunnery and established 
a school which was named after him, the Casimirium. Bere 
Ursinus and other professors from Heidelberg found a place 
to carry on their work. 6 Neustadt became a prominent little 
town, for not only did students come from afar, but English 
ambassadors and French and Polish agents alike came to dis-
cuss diplomatic measures involved with Calvinism. John 
Casimir'• counselors carried on their policy on a grand 
scale. His policy was partly conducted by his father's 
counselors, especially Bhem and Zuleger. The strongest 
influence, however, came from three new-comers, Dathenus, 
Beut~erich 1 and Dohna, who maintained the international 
character of Palatine policy and were a good deal more 
fanatical than Ehem and Zuleger had been. 7 
During the summer of 1557 the agents of John Casimir 
went through all the Reformed lands trying to develop a 
union of the Reformed countries against the Formula of 
5 Good, P• 238. 
6 tbid. 1 P• 239. 
7c1aus-Peter Clasen, The Palatinate in European History 
15S9-1660 (Ozford: Basil Blackwell, 1963) 1 P• 20. 
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Concord. Following this, a convention of the Reformad 
churches was assembled at Frankfort on September 27, 1S77. 
A decision was made to draw up a new confession, but this 
was later dropped. The major action of this convantion 
was to appoint a deputation to visit various courts for 
the purpose of showing the Lutheran princes the dangers of 
division in the Formula of Concord because of it■ phrase 
condemning the Calvinists, and thus try to prevent its 
adoption. 8 It had some effect, even on Elector Louis, 
but did not prevent the adoption of this new confession by 
many princes. 
With Louis as Elector in the Palatinate, the scene was 
more favorable for the adoption of the Formula of Concord. 
The Electors of Saxony and Brandenburg were strict Luther-
ans; thus all three secular Electorates were occupied by 
loyal Lutherans. The accession of Louis was not a totally 
positive support, however, as he was a procrastinating, 
delaying type of individual, requesting various alterations, 
additions, and general meetings before the full acceptance 
of the new confessional statement could take place.9 Be did 
sign the Formula of Concord, but could not compel all areas 
of the Palatinate to concur in it. Be resisted suggestions 
8Good, PP• 24S-24l. 
9B. Wolf, Historical Introduction to the Formula of 
Concord, translated from the German by Arthur Carl Piepkorn 
(St. Louisa Concordia Seminary, 19S8), PP• 13-16. 
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to enforce it by a house-to-house visitat~on. After 1580 
he is reported to have said that if he had not a1ready 
signed it, he would not sign it then.10 
While Louis was Elector, there was a cessation in the 
aggressive political policy of the Palatinate. He himself 
was not inclined toward such a policy, and the dismissal of 
Calvinist officials and the developments with the Formula of 
Concord retarded the development of a Protestant alliance.11 
In 1590 John Casimir succeeded in uniting the German Prot-
estants in the Union of Torgau, and in 1608 Christian of 
Anhalt, governor of the Upper Palatinate, succeeded in 
uniting the moat militant Protestant princes in a political 
and military alliance, the Union.12 
Elector Louis died in the prime of life on October 12 1 
1583 1 and this ended any further significant Lutheran in-
fluence in the Palatinate. 
Restoration of Calvinism, 1584 
When Louis died, his son who was to become the next 
Elector was only nine years old. The aggressive John Casimir 
came quickly from Neuatadt to Heidelberg to assume the admin-
istration of the Palatinate as guardian of his young nephew, 
lOGood, PP• 248-249. 
llclasen, P• 19; Wolf, P• 12. 
12c1asen, PP• 20, 22. 
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Fredrick. Despite provisions in the will of Louis for his 
son to be brought up in the Lutheran faith, Casimir dis-
missed the Lutheran teachers and placed Fredrick in the 
hands of Calvinistic teachers. Lutherans brought charges 
against Casimir, but the courts did not render a decision 
until six years later. The decision was against Casimir, 
but by then it was too late to make any practical changes 
in the guardianship of Fredrick.13 
With cautious haste John Casimir re-introduced the 
Reformed faith as the faith of the Electoral Palatinate. 
Many Reformed officials and ministers now returned to the 
Palatinate. It appears that Casimir was willing to make 
some concessions to the Lutherans, but they still raged 
against him and called the Reformed heretics. He finally 
dismissed the Lutheran preachers. 14 The Church Order of 
1563, published by his father, was re-introduced. The 
Heidelberg Catechism was re-introduced in 158S, and the 
Formula of Concord was put out of sight.15 Thus the 
Electoral Palatinate was returned to the Reformed faith, 
but the people of the Upper Palati~ate still insisted on 
retaining their Lutheranism. An aggressive diplomatic 
l3Good, PP• 308, 313. 
l4tbid., PP• 310-311. 
lStbid., P• 311. 
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and military policy was again established and continued 
to the Thirty Years War. 
CHAPTER VIII 
COBCLUSION 
In the history of the Palatinate in the Reformation 
period we see a number of extremes coming into claahing 
conflict. In both Otto Henry and Fredrick III we aee men 
who had lived in humiliating circumstances for a number of 
years become rather suddenly leading Electors of the Empire. 
By the time Otto Henry became Elector, he was in uncertain 
health. He made strong demands of preferential tolerance 
for Protestants at the Diets of Worms and Speier and 
opposed the Church of Rome, but also had a tolerance for 
any and all sorta of non-Roman Christians, that was extreme 
for his day. Otto Henry was rather naive in assuming that 
this would not cause tension and 4ifficulty "for the terri-
tory in the coming years. 
In Fredrick III we find a man who had lived in extreme 
poverty and hardship after a good and genteel training in 
his formative years, and this hardship was at the hands of 
his father and on account of his religion. Thus his rise 
to the Electorate conatituted a considerable, but happy, 
reversal of fortune. As a result of his hardahip his per-
sonal interest in religion was intense, even for a ruler 
in his time. The situation he inherited was very confuaed, 
especially in regard to the status of religion. Heaahuaiua 
1~ 
was a great extremist in aeeking to establish what he con-
sidered genuine Lutheran practices, and would brook no op-
position, and make no compromise. Fredrick's reaction to 
him, besides dismissing him, was to go into a form of 
simple Biblicism, which caused him to be amenable to many 
Calvinistic principles. This was sharpened by the strong 
efforts of his son-in-law to convince him of his wrongness 
and restore him to Lutheranism. Amons other intense situa-
tions he encountered was the position of Erastus and his 
insistence on trying to establish a close relationship of 
Church and State affairs, with strong control of the 
Church's affairs by the State. 
Polarization was part of the scene in the relationship 
of the Palatinate, as corollary of the reactions of ex-
tremes. Insistence on the total correctnesa of one' ■ posi-
tion does not usually persuade others. The various diets 
and conferences which aimed at harmony usually served the 
opposite purpose. 
In regard to Luther, the Gnesio-Lutherana were indeed 
too attached and too dependent on him. The fact that he 
maintained his friendship with Melanchthon suggests that 
his more dogmatic aide waa not his whole person. Hia 
Scriptural doctrine of sola gratia should have received 
more attention then and ahould receive more attention now. 
It seems that many have given more attention to Luther aa 
an authority than to hia doctrine. Correctness ia not 
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always based on grace, nor is it always productive of 
grace. 
It is commonly assumed that one of the distinctive 
doctrines of Calvinism is predestination. It would seem 
that a simple predestination could lead to carelessness 
or indifference. Behind predestination ia an emphasis 
on the sovereignty of God, calling for obedience. Such a 
piety can also be rather loveless and judgmental, and 
lacking in the elements of grace and God at work. 
It seems that these various elements of an un-
healthy reliance on Luther, with a pride in correctness, 
and a view of God's sovereignty without much grace came 
clashing together in the Palatinate. To be Biblical and 
even pious without being gracious is not really being 
Biblical. 
In this study we have attempted to portray with as 
much objectivity as possible the course of the Reforma-
tion in the Palatinate. One emphasis baa been to attempt 
to show how events outside the territory affected events 
in the Palatinate, and vice-versa. Another emphasis baa 
been to point out extreme positions with their unwhole-
some effects, along with some explanations of how such 
positions, or people who take such positions, develop. 
Thus the concluding plea is for the love and understand-
ing contained in a genuinely moderate and Scriptural 
position and practice, centering in the grace of Christ. 
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Such a position and practice on the part of the Church 
of Jesus Christ should serve to the glory of God and the 
blessing of His people. 
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